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.Water shortage faces uncertainty
By GARY FISHER

Massive crop damage, high unemployment and depression-era
, conditions have been mentioned as
possible results of this year's
water shortage. But it is uncertain
how the shortage will effect
,
Central.
Dee Eberhard, associate geography professor, said, "Looking at
it in the worst possible light, crops
will burn and dry up if sufficient
water is not available to keep them
alive. There is a shortage now; the
crisis is here."
Eberhard said, "A high proportion of students come from farm

families, and if these families lose
their crops 5 they've ·lost their
livelihood, and the students will
not be able to come to school
because of lack of money _from
their parents."
"Furthermore," Eberhard said,
"jobs will be scarce, which will
further affect student enrollment."
Eberhard said another possible
result is the loss by the state of
millions of dollars in taxes because
the Lax base will be construed.
The state will be cutting back
budgets to make up for some of the
loss, therefore, more budget cutbacks may be in store · at Central.
"Attention will be focused on

· "There will be a possible decrease in enrollment. A lot of kids
won't be able to come back
because of lack of available work
and monev," he said.
Bovos said it is too early to tell
how much enrollment may decrease.
But a realistic figure
would be 1,000 students or more if ,
the drought were severe.
"I imagine the college may try to
get more students on financial aid,
to find more jobs on and off
campus . to help students," he
added.
"Central may feel the effects of
the drought by summer quarter,
but it won't be until fall quarter
1977 before the impact of the
shortage will be felt," he said.
"It is a period of great concern
to Central," he added.
When asked how the shortage
will affect housing Wendell Hill,
director of auxilliary services said,
"It will depend on the extent of the
shortage. If it were extreme,
there may be rationing per person,
but on the other hand the shortage
may not be extreme."
Hill said if the shortage- was extreme, students personal needs
"We can and will respond to the would be high priority. Also there
measure of our ability to whatever would be a reduction of services to
emergency arises. It is up to the only thos_e _d~emed essential.
occupants of Central to take part
"We are not quite aware of the
and conserve. Without this coproblem as of yet: it's too early to
operation, it won't succeed," he
tell. At this time we don't have
said.
any plans for rationing," he said.
Louis Bovos, Central registrar, .
"What we need is a voluntary
said, "The water shortage will no effort on everyone's part to condoubt be terrible. We can't make a serve water. I have a feeling
complete analysis now because of students will more thari comply.
lack of information."
The shortage can certainly affect

the water -shortage, rather than
groblems of higher education.
Legislators will be concerned with
drought problems instead of college problems---such as loss of
funding and 'student enrollment.
'Central may suffor," he said.
Eberhard said, "One good
aspect of the shortage is the
involvement of Central faculty
members in helping farmers cope
with the impending shortage.
There have been many _special
·contributions by Central faculty
members."
Paul Bechtel, director of physical plant said, "The college will do
whatever is necessary to conserve
water. There has been a lot of
-discussion of what may be done."
"We have -- to - take care of1
plantings around campus to ~eep
them alive.
As for academic
buildings, we_have to take care of
the essential sanitation needs," he
said.
Bechtel said most any water
conservation program would be
voluntary. Unless people cooperate, there is nothing he can do.
There has been movement in some
dorms to conserve water.

Central. People should try to help
as much as .possible," he added.
Thomas Cheney, water superinteptant for the city of Ellensburg,
said, "If the shortage is severe, we
will ask Central to cut its consumption of water."
"Any conservation program will
be voluntary. Central is in pretty
good shape compared to the average person who uses water on his
garden," he said.
Cheney said the only problem_he
sees is providing water for irriga- tion.
Bill Allison, -·--Central business
manager, said concerning the
water shortage, "I-don't know at
this time how it will affect Central.
We have not made any plans at
this time."
Allison speculates- th_a_t -- the
worst possibility may be tremendous economic impact to this
school. At this time, however, he
does not know how bad it will be.
Students' opinions about water
conservation are as follows:
Betty Ross, junior early childhood education, "Yes I would
conserve water. I would take
shorter showers and I wouldn~t
leave the water running when l
brush my teeth."
Cindy Piccolo, freshman in art,
-"Yes, I would conserve water. I
would turn off the faucet when I
brush my teeth and wash _as many
clothes as possible in one load, and
I would take shorter showers."
Alan Miles, sophomore in business, '"Yes, I would conserve
water. I would drink less water,
take shorter showers and drink
more beer.

Health Center faces cuts
Because of inadequate · funding
the Campus Health Center may
soon discontinue certain services
now available.
The Health Center has _a
$197 ,000 budget from state funded
student services. Staff wages and
benefits take up about $179,000 of
the funds. Most of the rest goes to
purchasing of tapes, medicines and
small equipment that the center
needs. Approximately _$25,000 is ,
used in this area each year.
Extra monev. about $8,000, is
needed each year and is taken

from the funds of other areas of
Student Services. Besides drawing
off other programs in Student
Services, extra money comes from
the fees charged on lab tests.
x-rays and other services.
But more money is needed to
keep both the in-patient -(the
infirmary and 24-hour emergency
service) and the out-pa_tient services operating. The Health Cen:..
ter plans to eliminate the 24-hour
emergency sevice and the overnight infirmary if more money is
not forthcoming.:.

These services require having a
nurse on duty from midnight to 8
am and nurses on duty Saturday
and Sunday.
The Health Center now offers a
regular clinic out-patient service
(the students come in to see the
doctor but do not stay overnight).
It also offers a 24-hour emergency
service after clinic hours. · An
infirmary for students needing
overnight care is also available
free of charge; the only charge is
for students who haven't pur:.
chased a meal ticket and have to

r~w~~ill~~~m~~~~~ ~~mff~~~hl~~~~&
..

· · use over $50 of medicine.
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There will be some minor

:~:~:~ changes in registration proce-

This cup will over runneth no more
·due to a possible water shortage.

:::::: dures, according to Louis Bovos,
:;:;:;Central registrar.
::~:~: Instead of getting a registra:~:~:l tion form with the students
:::::: name, address, social security
(~;~:l number, students will get a blank
:~:l: form in which they will print this
::;:;: information.
:;:;: On the new system, students_
l!~:~ will print their coJlege and home
;:::; addresses if they have changed.
;:;:: This is only done on the top half
:~l! oft.he form, with the bottom part

;~~~; There are usually four of five
··· patients in the infirmary.
of the form left blank.
~;~~~ The majority of the patients
A<;_cording to Bovos "This is 1~~:;
.being done because of bu9.get :;:~:: come in for upper respiratory
limitations. We will save about:::::: complaints; the second largest
$30 and five part-time positions ~~~~~j group suffer from occurring bad
by giving the students blank ;:;:;j cuts or burns. There are several
forms."
:;:::: free services including physical
"This new procedure should ~1~~~~ therapy, and insurance.
only take a minute longer per ~:1:~:
The Health Center has two
student during the registration;:::::
process. We are asking the kids::;::: full-time doctors, David Lundy,
to bear with us," B~vos said. -~;~:~ director of the Health Center, and
There will also be help for;:::: Eileen Calkins. New doctor, Patstudents who have problems,;:;:; rich Smith works two days a week
said Bovos.
:~:~: and fills in on either Lundy's or
Calkins' day off.

"ltfa:::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::l~
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Bicycle paths pose problems
By DAVID ADAMS

"I have seen a lot of people
bumped over, eventually giving up
Some people don't walk in the ann walking their bikes," sai<l_
Crafod. "Hoth parties ire careless
bicyCle paths, but many do, and
when they do the problems that though bikers, as well as pedes_a.!'~- caused not only effect bicy- trian," Crafod said, "It may be
idealistic, but I would like to see a
clers, but pedestrians as well.
path for bikes. At least make the
·The problem not only lies with
.pedestrians or bicyclists, but with bike path wider."
the paths themselve~. __: ___
Lyn McCracken, a·n other bicycle
Of twenty bicyclers and pedestrians interviewed, the majority
said there is a problem with the bicycle paths and expressed mutual .
concern that something should be
done.
One bicyclist who believes the
bicycle paths are not adequate is
Marggaret Crafod. "A lot of pedestrians don't know they exist because the paint wore off."
"The paths are not wide 'eno~gh
and the corners are too sharp,'
Crafod said. "I will very rarely
ride my bike on the mall. Never
during a class change."

rider, said, "People do cause problems because they don't respect
bikers. Also the lanes are not wide
enough. I think that. some chan_ges should- be ~(J._9._~," McCrack~I!
said, "Like making the path
· straight instead of so structured~"
Still another bicyclist, Jan Ward
expressed her concern by saying, ·
"There are too many people walking on the mall to have bicyclers
using it. There should .be a path
ju,s t for bikes, but as it is now
there just isn't enough room for
both."
Charles Gruhl, director of facili-

NAA awards Crum
Dr. J. Wesley Crum, chairman
of Central's Department of Aerospace Studies, has been selected as
the recipient of the 1976 Frank G.
Brewer Trophy by the National
Aeronautic Association.
The trophy, awarded each year
for outstanding contributions to
aerospace education, will be presented to Crum in recognition of
"his dedication, enthusiasm and
contributions to aviation and space
education over the past 20 years."
Announcement of the Central
educator's selection was made
from Washington D.C. by John R.
Alison, president of the National
Aeronautic Association (NAA).
The NAA, which serves as the US.
representative to the Federation
Aeronautique Internationale, administers the Brewer Trophy program.
Crum was cited by NAA for
having served the cause of aviation and space education as a
"noted author, educational consul-

tant, teacher and as a rated pilot."
Only a year ago, Crum was one
of seven persons selected for the
initial induction into a new National Aerospace Education Assodation Hall of Honor. ·

ties planning and also an avid bicy- · three plans ge_nerated by Facilities
clist said that the mall bicycle path Planning. The estimated cost of
was a temporary experiment and
the plans if implemented would
that facilities planning was disap- have 'been close to $7,000, $9,000
pointed with the results. "The big- or $28,000.
.
gest problem was with the pedesOne plan consisted of fence
posts strung with chains to separ.
trians," Gtuhl said.
· · The paint used to mark the path ate the bicyclers from pedestrians.
out was with temporary paint in
A second plan called for an
case the project did not work,
extensive paint job and the third
which was wise because the major- plan for the construction of a new
ity of the feedback Gruhl received path just for bicyclers.In all three
reflected a negative response.
cases the plans were for just the
"We decided to try a trial path
mall walk Way and rejected beon the mall walk way," said Gruhl. .c ause lack of safety or financial
"The cost of that was around $100, reasons.
for two buckets of paint and la"I am not happy with what has
bor."
been proposed so far," said Gruhl,
"We should have been more
"because the plans so far have not
aware of the structure of the path. been safe for bicyclists, but we are
It really should have been smooth- still looking."
er and not so ridged." Gruhl said.
Some of the other aFeas of
"I tried the path several times on possible consideration that have
my bicycle and didn't make it, been looked into, are added registhat's when I noticed it was not tration fees for the construction of
quite workable."
bicycle paths. According to Gruhl
"I've looked at other colleges, the fee would be in the form of a
the University of Washington ·was license somewhat like a _par!cing
one, "Gruhl said, "and they had
sticker for automobiles. "This
whole streets for bicycles, but of
could be done at registration, but ·
course they are a bigger institu- it would cost so much in paper
tion and more spread out than
work that it would not be beneficial or economical." Gruhl said.
Central."
,
"We are concerned and willing
Another idea would be to reto look into areas of action, but at
quire every - bike to have a conthis time we are not taking immed-. tinous sounding device. "It would
iate action," Gruhl said.
not have to be an annoying noise."
According to Gru~l there were Gruhl said. "Something like a card

Financial aid looks bleak

A faculty member at the Ellensburg college for 27 years, Crum
has earned a national reputation as
a pioneer in aerospace education .
By PAMELA WHITENER
Long a pilot, he has served as a
lieutenant colonel in the Civil Air
Central students may be faced
Patrol (CAP) and as a regional and
n_a tional aerospace education lead- with some financial aid problems
next year. According to Bill Wiler for the CAP.
son, assistant dfrector of financial
He is a past chairman of the aids, the financial aid picture
National Aerospace Education Ad- could look pretty bleak.
visory Committee on Aeronautics
The estimated cuts in financial
and Space Education.
aid are due to the recent recomDonations frorr· Crum's personal mendation by the Carter adminicollection formed the basis of a J. stration in regards to the millions
Wesley Crum Aerospace Collec- of dollars which are outstanding in ·
tion at the Ellensburg college unpaid student loans.
The recent recommendations
which includes approximately
1,500 books, publications and aeroc are not definite, however. The
Office of Education has recomspace-related materials.
menqed t.hat the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant (BEOG) be
~
increased by 583 billion dollars
nationally. But the part .that may
hurt Central students is the elimination of the National Direct
Student Loan (NDSL) monies.
These recommendations were
Wednesdays and Thursdays
presented to the House of Representatives House-Labor Education
£.Buy one steak din~er and get a. second
and Welfare Appropriations Subcommittee on Feb. 16.
: dinner for
So bring a friend
In terms of total state funding,
Washington State secures only
Expires March 27, 1977
about 39 per cent of the nationally
alloted monies.
The Office of Education has .
recommended the same level of
funding for the Supplemental Opportunity Grant ($240 million), the
College Work Study program
($390 million) and a slight increase

rrnn••••••••••nn................
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fixed to the spoke of th~ wheel."
According to Gruhl the BOC
could purchase the noise devices
and sell them for $1. They would
cost approximately .25 with the
rest of the money going to build
more bicycle racks. Said Gruhl,
"There might _be a possibility to
have the Tech. department construct them, which- might lower
the cost of production."
"If it was fixed to the spoke, the
pedestrian would know a bicycle
was coming and at what speed.
This would benefit both parties. I
favor this type of idea if it can be
done correctly." Gruhl said.
He also said that feedback from
the cyclists and students is an
important consideration and he
would like to know what they
want, with the possibility of incorporating some of them.
"In any case the bicycle problem
is not an easy one to solve, but we
are searching for the . right solution." added Gruhl. "We are working with the BOC and the Parking
Committee to come up with solutions."
.
·
But he a!lded, "Once you start
thinking about bicycles~ you have
to think about where to .park them
and whether or not they are being
parked in the correct places.
Looking at the whole we have had
good cooperation from cyclists so
far."

as stated for the BEOG ($1.9
billion). But only part of the
increase of the BEOG will be
alloted to the 1977-78 year with a
section of the money to be used
this year.
The NDSL will receive no
money from · the Carter administration proposed budget unless
Congress reinstates the NDSL
funding to at least the fiscal year
level of 1976, which would be $332
million. If the NDSL loans are not
-reinstated, some 335,000 needy
students m~.y' be unable to receive
loans throughout the nation.

starting the "vicious circle" of
events.
,The loan that has caused this
action by the Carter administration, according to Wilson, is the
student bank loans: The banks d"'
not lose money if a student fails to
repay a loan. The Government
pays back the bank. Wilson said
that the banks that loan money
often participate in the loan
program for the public relations
involved.
According to a letter from ·
Senator Henry Jackson, nationally
a default of $747 million in unpaid
What does this mean for Central student loans is outstanding. Wilstudents? For the 1976-77 school son says that this is not the fault of
year, Central received $487, 752 in the NDSL but the student bank
new federal contributions for the loans, and the "small fly-by-night
NDSL program plus the one ninth colleges."
Even though the BEOG funding
match required by the college
may be increased, students eligiamounting to $54,194.
ble for NDSL loans may not be
With collections and interest on eligible for BEOG funding.
prior loans, Central was able to
The Office of Financial Aid has
award approximately $900,000 in wired Senators Warren Magnuson
NDSL funds for the 1976-77 school and Henry Jackson expressing
year. If the Office of Education their concern and recommendin
recommendation of zero funding that they do everything possible to
for the NDSL loan program is have the NDSL funds restored to
sustained, Central's loan programs at least the fiscal - year- level of
will be cut by about 50 per ·c ent. 1976.
'
Facing cuts like this, Central
'fhe Office of Financi(,ll Aid
may have to deny loans to some encourages students to write or
525 needy students.
call their local representatives o
Wilson explained that this loss Lhis matter. If- the decisions ·inmay h_?_v_e JJ._ ·-~-Q.JJlino" type affect stilled by the Carter administraon Central. with financial aids
tion holds, and if tuition increases,
it is anticipated that many students, according to Wilson, will be
unable to attend Central or any
other college.
.
Central will not know of it~
finan~ial aid standing until sometime in May .

FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS AND PARTS

.1'ootnote

An outstanding performance.
Buy your tickets today.

· ~.

Thursday, April 7
I

8 :00 ·McConnell Audi'~o~ium

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main 925-5539

DON'T
MISS IT!
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BOC candidates desire positive exchange Kay Carpenter,
CJC Position No. 1

Dave Thomason, BOC Position No. 2
As a member of the Board of dual ideas and additional input
Control (BOC) for the past six from .the ge~eral student bo.dy. I
months, I have seen student would ~lso hke t~ .see the implegovernment changing. Most of . m~ntation of additional programs
these changes have appeared to to meet current ?nd future needs.
me as very positive. I have seen
Students on this .campus have an
an increased awareness by the _unmatched potential for change.
students in their government, as Some ~tudents are aware of this
well as people in student govern- potential and. as a res~lt, student
ment movi'ng- to m t _t_h_
d f- government is returnmg to the
·
ee
e nee so
t d
. .
the students
s u ents. This is a trend I feel
I have beg.u d
l
f
needs to continue. n eve oument. n ::i
I
k
as you to support Dave
personal as well as b -:1a- Thomas
usmess
re
tionship with the d · . t .
on _ for BOC posi't'ion #2
a mims rat.Jon. and, be aware I do listen.
·
faculty · and staff as well as
,

~~~~~:st~0~J~1

The Campus Judicial Council
can and should be a functioning
and effective ·element of the student government of Central. The
main responsibilities of the CJC
are_to mediate student complaints
_regardless whether they are
brought against an individual or an
organization, and to interpret the
ASC constitution.
The CJC has not met this school
year due to bureaucratic pressures. I believe it is time the
students are again allowed access
to their full constitutional rights
and I will work to see this goal
fulfilled.

Allan Thompson-, BOC Position No. 2

-contact ·with ,the

It has been my pleasure to serve
the associated students for the
past six months and .I .am looking,
forward to the remammg portion
of this term. At this time, I am
asking that you support my reelection with the hopes I will be
able to continue with what has
~~~~-- -~~~ _f!!Y~I_l'_l_a~al _
providing what I feel to be good representation
of
student
concerns.
Included in this idea, I would·;.
like to see an exoansion of currpnt
programs to mvo1ve more mdivi:

There seems to be a lack of - involvement is through the interunderstanding of just what BOC is - actions of both students and BOC
and what it's functions are, which and hopefully by this interaction
is unfortunate, because BOC's BOCJASC can more satisfactorily
main purpose is to serve the serve the wants and needs of us,
students of Central. What is more the students of Central.
amazing is the amount of students
who don't even realize BOC exists.
I feel the way of bridging this
lack of understanding is through
involvement. Involvement on the
part of BOC in what the students
want, and involvement on the part
of the students to see what BOC
~an pro~ide for them.
The only way to facilitate this

Peter Gruhl, BOC Position No.
You are inportant. You have
better things to do with your t~me
than to attend board and committee meetings every day. BOC
members and others complain
about the lack of student involvement on campus. It is unfortunate '
more students aren't involved, but
that is no excuse for the BOC not
to go and find out what students
want.
The computer center has a neat
litttle program. You give the
computer the results of a student
survey and it spits back what the
stud~nts want, what they don't
want and what they are uncertain
.about with 95 per cent accuracy.
With lots of help from the Joint
Students Fees Committee, I tried
this system to find out · where
students want the $23.50 they pay
each quarter in student fees to be
spent. It worked great, -and the

Dave Meyer, CJC
Position No. 2
In running for Campus Judicial
· Council (CJC) Position #2, I will
gain knowledge of how th.is instftute's legislation works and will be
able to relate its processes to the.larger bureaucracies. I hope to
contribute an effort to get Central' s student body the best
quality functions and activities
this school's constitution can provide. The candidate feels very
sure of himself, but the person,
Dave Meyer, needs public
assurance.

with an improved student
attitude.
I have received a great deal of
support from Central's business
and economics club and Alpha Phi
Omega in an attempt to improve
student life. Please give me your
support by electing me to Board of
Control
Position
No.
3.

vvhen you register

VOTE

~

Chuck McClure
B.O.C.

Position 3

Working for ·

a change
,

.

YOU CAN AFFORD

PEUGOT U-1 O_worth 149°0
provided by Recycle Shop
Tickets $1 °0 donation
ON SALE March 28&29 in the SUB
Morch 30-April 2 Contact Vica Club

•

GRADE A MILK

V2gal

2% MILK

V2gcil

PAST/HalO MILK

V2gal

CHOCOLATE MILK

a.

•

Committee; Joint Committees on
Committee; Service and Activity
Fee Alternatives Committee; just
to name a few. I would like to
thank all of the students who have
supported me in the past and those
who may support me in the future.
It is only through your active
support student government will
continue to be an integral entity on _
campus.

Having served the students of
Central these past quarters, I have
decided to run for re-election. My
main rationale for running for
re-ele_ction is to work for the
continuity of student government;
"Besides that, I'd like to finish
some of the things I started."
Some of the areas I have
initiated or supported besides
social activities are: The SUB
Disco, which has recently begun
the first phase of the four phase
plan. The first phase is the sound
system installation. Also, I have
traveled several times to Olympia
to testify for university status on
behalf of the students at Central.
· Some of the positions and committees I am presently serving on
are: Chairman of the Boara of
Control, Ex Officio member, Board
of Trustees; Presidents Advisory
Council; ·Faculty Senate; Distinguished Teaching Award Committee; Parent Alumni Commit.tee; Distinguished Teaching
Award Committee; SUB Disco

QUALITY MILK

V'ICA 'BIKE RAFFLE

..

results will help us decide where
__to fairly allocate the money.
So now, even though you detest
meetings, you didn't know what's
going on, or you would rather be
skateboarding or partying, you
can still be informed and .heard.
your wants, neeus an<:l opinions
are important. The BOC is around
to serve you, not for you to serve
the BOC --give yourself representation on the board. I will see that
you _ate heard.

Richard Dietz, BOC Position No.3 ·

Michael L_
e garsky, BOC Position No.3
Recent sfate and national
elections haye brought forth candidates whose adminstrations have
attempted to make their subordinates account for themselves in
presentation of their budgets. - Accountibility is perhaps an
answer to some of the problems of
efficient management of the people's affairs.
This same kind of approach has
applications in all aspects of Amercan life, and a more businessoriented approach may be the
most equitable method to serve all
the people. As an accounting
major, I feel this approach to
efficient management at Central
can be achieved for the good of all ..
In conjunction with efficient
management, I believe the morale
of the student body needs a fix.
While not promising a lid on every
table, an improved morale is
needed to help student life be
more pleasant or at least more
endurable at Central. Morale has
been passed off by the administration too lightly; for in the long run,
Central's student body would ad~
vance in quality and quantity

3

•

Winegar's
food coupons
accepted

located Just 8 Blocks

gal

66¢
67¢
67¢·
91

¢

Rift II

--

Ope~ Monda.r thru S~~'!_l"day 1 pm to 7 pm
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Jone SnY.,der

Basic Education neec;ls improvement
If you didn't know how to read
he won't embarrass them by being least, he had plenty to say about members, John Herum and Donald required to take two writing
·you couldn't pick up your TV
the subject of a newspaper article that too.
Cummings, who have published courses, seven hours out of the 180
Guide to find out if 'Starsky and
speculating as to why he can't
I responded to what I took to be two books designed for use in required for graduation. This is
Hutch' is a repeat. If you did not
read, then why should Johnny an interest in my writing by composition · classes.
more than most schools require, I
know how to write you would not
cooperate? If, instead Johnny's ' attempting to reward his interest
Well, I frequently pass Herum know, and I'm certainly not advo' be able to apply for food stamps or
teachers believe, as they often do, by writing . better. Reading over and Cummings in the hall, and cating more comp. courses. But a
welfare. If you don't have a
Johnny is capable of learning just my 301 papers now, I have to neither of them ever say, "Leave student who has experienced, for
television _and are ineligible for
about anything, Jonmmy may do conclude he was faking that in- your inhibitions at home, honey, 12 years, nothing but teachers
welfare or food stamps you don't all right:
terest but it did encourage me-to and write with love, sincerity and indifferent to what the student
need to know how to read or write
Yes, grammar, spelling and ~ork on my "technical difficul- spontaneous joy."
has to say, and who, after achievand you can forget how.
memorizing multiplication tables ties," and I think I become a better
I'm being facetious here but I ing their ridiculously low "learning
lea.s t this is what I think the- are important. But these "basic writer.
believe, from observation~ Herum objectives," quit, can hardly learn
I thought about my class last and Cummings and most of the how to read and write in two
. proponents of basic education are subjects" are pointless unless
teachers believe Johnny and his week when I read a letter the rest of the English department are courses.
~ying. The State Legislature, as
we've all heard, wants to achieve a friends can learn beyond this Crier published last week from a concerned with teaching students
to write better, that the process
tax formula sufficient to provide stupidly low level of minimum Philosophy professor who, I beSuch a student has never
every child in Washington with a . competency the Legislature has on lieve, took severe exception to does include grammar and spel- needed to be articulate. Such a
what he thought to be Central's ling,_but it also includes thinking. I student has never had to think
its collective mind.
"basic education."
'
Cyncism may be a valid attitude. English department's philosophy do know some instructors attempt hard. But what does it matter?
The Legislature is still playing It may be the only possible of teaching composition.
to reduce students' writing anxie- Why should people think,.write, or
around with a lot of these propo- attitude but it won't get anyone,
What I think he said (if you've ties by penalizing a student only a read? It's cheaper for them not to,
sals for a formula largely because especially students any place.
read the letter, you'll understand little for technical errors, at least lower the aspirations eliminate ·
nobody has come up with a
When I started college I took a my confusion), is the English at the beginning of the quarter.
failure, and if schools produce
"viable" definition of "basic edu- writing course from an instructor department encourages students
student-s who can't tell shit from
How
successful
this
more
hucation." If you think somebody who informed us on the first day of to write spontaneously and to
mane method is, I don't know. Shinola, the Legislature can be
will, you are spinning your· wheels. class none ' of us knew anything ignore grammer and all those
Apparently the professor of the sure these students aren't going to
l can't think of a more futile way about writing and it would be other bugaboos. He was partic- letter believes it has failed. I don't go to Olympia to ask them what
to spend time than in attempting impossible to teach us because ularly critical of two departme~~ think so. Central students are their problem is.
to determine the least number of none of us wanted to learn; we just
dollars necessary to keep high said we did. Then he told us the
Stu McMul./en
school graduates from being first paper was due Friday.
Monday, when he handed back
turned down for jobs because they
couldn't read or write. This at- the papers, the class was smaller.
tempt, the cynicism of which is My paper had marked on it 8 "sp.,"
only exceeded by it's absurdity, 5 "constr.", 6 "punc.", 4 "par," 3
suggests the Legislature thinks "awks", 2 "frags" and a grade.
The grade wasn't too bad,
education can be reduced to a
perhaps
because the majority . of
bunch of guarante·ed minimums.
the class had made more than a
I hope the Legislature learns hundred mistakes, a fact the
Again it is approaching student see why most BOC members lack a over 6,000 you would t m there
what end is up and appropriates as instructor discussed. emotionally.
were more than two qualified
much inoney as they possibly can He never wrote on our papers election time. As always we must well-rounded social life. And I
to education. Children whose only except to mark errors, when a choose among those students de- really wonder if the B&E Club students for the position.
Before closing out the quarter I
asset is their potential, need more student asked about content he siring to get involved; that student have grasp on all this.
who we believe will best voice our
Should the student body elect
would like to congratulate the
than "enough to get by."
said all of the papers so far had
Campus Police on their fine handlContrary to· what you've been been puerile. We were not per- concerns, (actually the most popu- the people from the B&E Club to
lar one).
the BOC they would be doing
ing of Central's vicious parking lot
hearing, it is very easy to learn mitted to bother him at his office
This spring's election promises themselves a great injustice by not
criminals.
how to read. My sister and I and he devoted most of the class
to be as dull as all other elections assuring themselves a voice in
learned off cereal boxes. I hope no time to tirades on what boobies we
By arresting the students in the
except in two regards.
student government. By electing
legislator reads this or he'd pro- all were.
wee hours of the morning, the
The Business and Economics . these people the student body
bably suggest replacing those
Campus Police assured themselves
He was right. Our writing was Club (B&E) is running two _candi·would only be setting a megaexpensive textbooks with cereal horrible and we were ignorant.
the students would be there,
· boxes and grain sacks. Now, that But my spelling did improve (my dates for the Board of Control phone· in fro~t of the already
avoiding the extra cost that would
outspoken
B&E
Club.
would be basic. This doesn't mean punctuation didn't, because he (BOC) with the belief that by
have been associated with the
It also disappoints me to see
my sister and I are smart~ _lots of never explained what I was doing having two members on the BOC
repeated trials certainly necessary
present BOC members Rich Deitz
·
they
will
be
able
to
partially
my friends learned the same way, wrong), so I can't complain. The
had they tried to pick up the
and Dave Thomason running fot
and it certainly doesn't mean Legislature wants me to spell control the decisions made by the re-election certainly there are
students at a decent hour.
BOC.
They
also
feel
this
will
help
. education is valueless because if gooder and dummies are cheaper
Also by handcuffing one of the
campus who deserve a chance at a
them promote B&E activities.
my sister and I hadn't had parents to educate.
·
individuals they most likely saved
respectable position, but perhaps
What
the
club
does
not
realize
and teachers who believed we
But the teacher who really made
this student from sure destiny.
Rich and Dave feel they are the
could benefit from learning we me work. on my spelling was the however, is most BOC members
For had the student not been
spend on the , average over 30 only ones qualified to serve as
might have stayed ·with. cereal 301 instructor I had here-the one
handcuffed, he surely would have
members.
I would hope the
boxes.
who didn't seem to think all hours a week on BOC activities,
beat up the police before leaving
student body would see fit to elect
meetings
and
other
related
busiJohnny can't read because students are innately despicable,
town.
For we all know how
some new people to the Board.
Johnny doesn't see the need to who insisted we see him in his ness, and what is being done . for
_Afte~l1_ __ with a student ~ody of serious parking tickets are, and
the
clubs
is
all
that
is
presently
read. If Johnny's teachers see office and who commented more
sacrificing $169 in tuition plus
their job as teaching Johnny extensively on ideas and style than allowed by law. Now if you
room and board would have meant
the
hours
worked
with
a
combine
enough (and no more) to insure, on our grammar and spelling
nothing to this individual.
that when he gets to high school, errors, though, on my papers at tough scholastic schedule you soon
It is also nice to know the police
chief is taking care of the economic
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To the editor
ERA for all
humankind

to be upsetting if carried out. I
cite as an example the early
attempts to organize unions in this
country. A very necessary process, yet often violent and very upsetting to the established business
classes.
. We cannot oppose something
simply because it would discompose the present social structure. Sometimes it is necessary to
do a little arranging and rearranging. I feel it is necessary in this
case.

In reply to Blair L. Gleed's letter
opposing the ERA [printed in the
Crier, March 3, 1977]:
It is very difficult to know what
exactly you are trying to say, Mr.
Gleed. Certainly we know you are
against passage of the Equal
I support the feminist moveRights Amendment, but we don't
know why. You do not state the ment and the Equal Rights
reasons for your opposition; you Amendment because I feel all
simply refer us to newpapers of people, whether male or female
two years age, mentioning only have .a right to freedom of choice.
one in particular, and not giving Sex role stereotyping all too often
any dates of issue publication at deprives people of this basic right. ·
that. Some of us are very busy Women are often compelled into
people, Mr. Gleed. We do not have submissive, non-assertive behavtime to hunt through two-year old ior; men are· generally not allownewspapers to find an article on ed to act in - a nurturing and
why the Church of Jesus Christ of sensitive manner. Social and legal
Latter-Day Saints opposes the pressures--the sort of pressures
ERA. You do give us a telephone the ERA should help eliminate-often trap women into dull, dead:
number--that is kind of you.,
However, if your objections to the end, low paying jobs, and keep
ERA are -worth considering, it them from obtaining power in a
seems to me that they are worth society run largely by men.
stating in a letter.
I believe, as many feminists do,
I understand that letters to that people should be regarded
newspapers must be brief, and so I first and foremost as · individual
would not expect you to go into human beings, and that consideramuch detail. However, you do tions of gender, race, national,
little more than tell us that the
origin, and so forth should b-;
.passage of the ERA would be one
secondary. Is this such a terrible
of "the saddest days i:p. America's
thing to believe in?
... history" and that it would have a
"devastating effect". Could you at
If the ERA can bring us a little
least give us a hint as to what you
bit closer to this ideal, then .It
mean by that?
should be wholeheartedly supportSince your letter was writ.t en in ed by all people interested-in the
such .vague generalities, I can do
freedom · and dignity of what you
very little b_ut reply in kind. I
call God's choicest creation--the
cannot foretell the future, and so I
human race.
do not know if the ERA would
have a devastating effect or not. I
rather doubt it. · ·But consider: any Sincerely,
Vicki M~rie Diambri
_mu~h needed social .reform is apt

Hunger, topic of talk
The lounge room of the Center
for Campus Ministry at Central
was the setting for a dinner
gathering sponsored by Don
Caughy, director.
The event,
which took place on Mar. l, was
primarily designed to increase
awareness of hunger and nutrition on both an individual and
world wide level. Accompanying
the dinner was a group discussion,
a film and a guest speaker.
The m'e al provided was .selected
from a recjpe found in the book
Recipes For a Small Planet, and
· consisted of carrot and cashew
soup and brown rice.
The Politics of Hunger was the
name of the film that was featured.
The theme of the film dealt with
the decisions and priorities involved in the political processes of
world food production and distribution.
Guest speaker, Kathy Adams,
assistant professor of the Anthropology department at Central,
described her· year long residence
with a primitive civilization known
as the Guayanan's who were
suffering from\ severe malnutri'
tion.

Incredible,
Baffling.

food there was, occasionally going
for days without food.
During the course of her visitation she periodically experienced
f(linting spells, her gums swelled
and she contracted worms.
Though she believed her experience to be educational and
rewarding she "in no way would ...
advocate not eating".
The dinner group then discussed
various possible solutions to nutrition and hunger problems. Caughy
said the Center for Campus Ministry may get involved in o~her
various methods of increasing
awareness of food and hunger
issues.

No. 24051-7 ·Big Yard
needs mail

Bike Show

I am presently incarcerated in . I am writing to you, once again
the Washington State Peniten- in behalf of the members of the
tiary at Walla Walla. One of our Washington State Penitentiary
important and meaningful inhabi- Motorcycle Association Schools
tation goals here is to try to have Inc., to inform you of an event we
or gain correspondence with the are sponsoring May 29,1977, on
outside world. ~·or this reason I this institution's recreational yard
would like to put an ad in your . area. I have enclosed a flier we are
paper, as follows.
mailing out to five thousand
I am 22 years old, 5'10" and 150 (5,000) people. It is my intention
lbs. I have light brown hair and to bring public and political focus
brown eyes. My interests vary
on what and why we are doing the
but mainly, snow skiing, mountain hard work we are into here at the
climbing, sports, music and people. penitentiary.
This is important to me as I have
I believe .the exposure gained
no correspondence at this time. I from our, "Big Yard Bike Show",
_will answer all letters.
will attract industry possibilities
from the free world to this prison,
Sincerely,
as I believe it will stem the tide of
Bill Porter #240517
public distaste and anger at people
P.O. Box 520
convicted of crimes, or at least let
Walla Walla, WA 99362
.them see us in the light of our crea-

c

John Thomas

)

OPINION

The resurrection of Jesse James

The wild west, roughly the land
west of the Mississippi River,
comprised millions of square miles
of almost every type of terrain
imaginable; prairies, deserts,
quicksands, mountains and riverssorile of the roughest country on
earth. It was from such a setting
Jesse James and Cole Younger
rode out to San Francisco in search
of work at the Human Resources
Development Company, Inc. They
arrived in town, afte'f 62 days in
the saddle, tired and a · little
gamey.
"I know, I know, Cole, going to
work for H.R.D.C. Inc. was my
idea, but since we've come all this
way let's at least see what it's all
about."
- "Damn, Jesse, we never stood in
line fer a thing in our lives. This
mob looks to be the makin's of a
dandy gang.. .look at 'em, millen
around like a flock a sheep; some
of yer touch fer organ-i-za-tion and
we'd be back in business."
"I told you we were through
with all of that, Cole; now let's get
down to it an read this book about
what to do about pay."
"Waiten period! Waiten fer
nothen period' ...
"Get on with your reading, Cole,
and quit your belly-aching."
"Listen to this, Jesse, if this
don't beat all: the first two weeks
fer which yer otherwise not eligi. ble to receive pay is called the

109895
109516
109829
108381
·DIANA
108465
CAROLYN 108475
ROGER
108650
CHARLENEl.08521
BRUCE
108456
GLEN
108529
FREIDA
109869
TRACY
109871
ANITA
109879
ROSEMAR1'109892
MARIE
109533

tivity and att~mpts at improvement of ourselves.
I hope that you will respond to .
our invitation and write back to
me for a speci<!l visit form. I hope
you will attend this .function and
the many others we have planned
for the future .
We shall have outside industries
inside these prison walls, and it
will be a fact before 1977 is over,
and in so doing we will have been
an important factor in the making
of penal history in the reformation
sense, because there are no free
world industries inside this prison,
even though provisions have been
made by the legislature for this.
Again I hope we will hear from
you, or meet you in person soon.
The things happening-at this Bike
Shop are incredible, comme.n dable .
and worth coming_.to see.
REPEAL THE HELMET LAW!
RIDE ON!
Respect,
Mike Abrams
PRESIDENT
W.S.P.M.A.
Schools Inc •

waiten period. What in sam-hell don't exist anymore; which they
does that mean?"
don't. The law got too effiCient fer
"'It means a man could starve to us."
.
death in this outfit."
"By God, Cole, I take back
"I knew it, can't even git by the · everything I said about you, I
first sentence without a glitch in think you got something there.
the works."
Here. what does it say in the book?
"Look at· it this- way, Cole: it
"Job description" ... that's it! Our
might be a way of testing our job description no longer exists, so
we didn't quit, we was replaced by
courage."
"I'm long on courage and short the times.;,
on bull-shit."
"Does that mean we only have
"Let me have that book-I don't to wait two weeks fer our pay?"
know why you're doing the read"In fact Cole, it says here
ing anyway-all you do is poke fun.
payday is on our two-five day."
"You mean to tell me first they
Now pay attention: should you
qualify for pay, you are elgible for hold back two weeks pay and then
pay on either your two-one day or they just tack on five more fer
your ten-one day depending on good measure?"
"They operate the same as
whether you quit your job or
not" ... Cole could not resist inter- ranching and hold back five days;
rupting Jesse despite the chance the two weeks is for them to find
out the business of robbing and
of incurring his anger.
"Why they're going to penalize cheating doesn't · ex~st -anymore."
us fer quitten robben an cheaten;
"Jesse!...Do you hear me Jesse?
this is a strange outfit, no doubt in You've galloped into the 20th
my mind about it."
century where the corporation is
"I'll give you this much, Cole:
the nation.::state. If you decide to
that's bewildering rule. We're in stay you . will suffer a cosmic
need of some sort of story here so irony-a sense that despite your
it don't look like we quit our jobs.
best intentions, fate will prevent
You got any ideas?"
your success. It is a society
Tell 'em the truth."
where alienated peopls · stay in
"That's just what I said we can't line and love it, stimuli replaces
do, Cole. When are you going to
values, efficiency eliminates
start listening to me-all these whole ways of life, and condiyears together and I 'still get-the tioning replaces societalization.
notion I'm flat talking to myself." All I asked, Jesse: are you
"No, I mean it; tell em our jobs prepared for such a: change?"

DAVID THOMASON
DAVIES HALL

~:

As spring approaches, the animals on campus .
start appearing again, signaling -that warmer
weather is to come.
photos by George May
Waiting for his master

Bird~s

eye view

Concentration

Think BIG!l
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Progr_
a m depends on 'Enrollment'
By PAMELA WHITENER
Providing an innovative, rewarding teacher education experience to education majors is the
goal of the Urban Center Teacher
Preparation Program.
Started in 1967, the Urban
Center program is housed and
operated out of inner Seattle,
According to Dale Elmore, director, the program is for "anyone
·interested in preparing to teach in
a major city.''
_ The program has had its ups and
downs, but according to Elmore, it
has not been the program's fault.
"The problem with the enrollment,
is the people advising students in
the education department are not
putting this information out for
students. I say that as criticism,
but it is factual and I can
substantiate that. It j s not even
spelled out in the college catalog.
Because college enrollment is
going down in many areas of
education, the program was recently evaluated and reviewed.
For the past two years the
program has seen dwindling enrollment figures.
Findings on the review have not
yet been tabulated, but include
statements from teacher super·
visors, principles of the schools
and student teachers on- the job.
To remain in Central's curriculum,
the program must have at least 20
students by fall quarter.

Three years ago, the funding for long trying to figure out what
the program was severely cut, and you're going to do. Simply give me
Elmore was forbidden by the past a ring and say 'I've identified a
director of the program to come on problem.' I will meet you at the
campus to recruit. Elmore came school and we will take a look at
anyway. But the program still the problem or YO!J can tell me
needs students and Elmore blames what the problem is and your
the lack of advising toward the feelings about it, and we'll look for
program and listings in the catalog possible solutions.''
as the reason.for the few numbers.
Elmore said the program is
Presently there ~re eight students especially suited for students
in the Ur_b an Center program.
graduated from community colElmore said, "From where I am leges and who have completed
sitting, the students at Central their major field. The program can
need this type of information if offer them the rest of the educathey are planning a professional tion sequence in two quarters.
career in teaching. If . they knew
Apparently the procedure
the services were available, they works, because the program has
would appreciate six months in a had less than _one per cent dropout
work setting."
rate. And those who find . out
No other Washington state col- teaching is not what they wanted
lege has a program similar to the after all, can finish in the area they
Urban Center Teacher Prepara- were involved in and then withtion Program. Some have tried a draw. The credits are not lost but
similar program, but according to are added toward graduation.
Elmore, the directors were tied up
The program offers those in
in teaching classes as well as education areas the opportunity to
trying to observe the students at spend six-and-one-half months in
work in the classroom. The person- the inner city environment. They
al attention was lacking, according start off in what Elmore calls a
to Elmore. He said their programs non-threatening situation, similar
were ineffective and slowly died to September experience. Acout th:r:ough the years.
cording to Elmore, the college
"I take a different stance," student is seen as an aide and not
Elmore said, "and when I put as a power figure, so as not to be a
people out there, I give them my threat to the children.
phone number and say whenever
Children of all levels, kindergaryou identify a problem, don't ten through grade 12, studying. all
sweep it under the rug and don't academic subjects as well as
go home and sweat it out all night special education, are covered in
the program.
Elmore said instead of using the
class methods and theories learned
in the education sequence, to
"relate to the kids, learn from

Employees Unions
propose a strike

BOC needs ·volunteers

In an article printed in theCrier ·
earlier this quarter, Rich Dietz,
situation _will result in a strike current BOC chariman, spoke conBy JON DAIGNEAULT
vote.
cerning the areas in which stuWashington State Federal EmSoltman says two-thirds of the dent input is needed. In the past,
ployees Union number 28 and approximately 14,000 state em- students requested to have their
Local 330 are tentatively pro- ployees would have to approve any input heard on many committees.
p~sing a strike which would affect statewide strike and "theoretically Student positions were then creaemployee!? at Central.
it's possible" for Union Local 330 ted to meet those expressed
' A strike vote will be called if the to go out on strike even if the rest desires.
state legislature does not approve of the state does not.
Since the postitons became
a wage increase compatable with
available, some students have
Soltman
said
even
though
there
the salary survey finaings of an
been actively involved in serving
independent organization and if probably "will be a strike vote" the on committees, while others have
union
"is
not
clamoring
for
a
the legislature does not pass the
left their positions. -Their reasons
bill dealing with the implementa- strike'', although they do wish to for leaving have varied, but none
tion of equal pay for equal work. A be prepared in the event of one. the less, the vacancy and lack of
date has not been set for a final
If an employee strike does come student involvement is occurring
vote in the legislature concerning to pass, Union Local 330 plans to now. Student help and ideas are
persuade non-union employees not needed, in fact some campus
these proposals.
- The State Personnel Board to work, either. Union members committees are desperately lookfound in a survey, that a 20.2 per will also be expected to walk a ing for students.
cent wage increase would be picket line.
Following is a list of some of the
necessary to bring wages up to par
Current information concerning
with comparable civilian 'jobs, legislative action pertaining to areas in which students are
whereas the Legislative Budget · state workers is available from a needed. To list all of them would
Committee has recommended only hot line to Olympia at 1-800-562- be impossible. If you find an area ·
that interests you, or if you have
a 6.3 per cent pay hike.
6102. The. hot line is toll free.
some area of interest that you feel
A survey taken in 1974 showed
women working in the same
employment positions as men
were averaging $235 less per
I'
month. According to a strike
, questionnaire issued by Dave Soltman, strike coordinator for Union
Local 330, failure to rectify this
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Face it .. . you've al·
ways wanted to fly!
Most of us remember
that feeling ... and for
a lot of us it never
went away. If you're
one of those, Air
Force ROTC can get
you winging. Our
Flight Instruction Program (FIP) is designed to teach you
the basics of flight.
We don't do it with
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to get the hang of: it.

One of history's most famous
seances will be recreated and
explored in a live, full-stage
production. Nothing like you've
ever seen before.
Buy your tickets today.
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those kids that they're growing;
During the six-and-one-half
you can measure and weigh .their months in the Urban Center
improvements."
·
program, the student receives
To qualify for the program, the eight credits for summer Neighcollege student needs to have borhood Field Experience in
completed the introduction course August.
to Education, 307, and threeSeptember experience offers
fourlhs of his major. However, the the student four credits and is
program also allows the student to graded Satisfactory or Unsatisfacgo .through the entire · program .tory.
with the exception of student
The fall quarter block of learteaching. Student teaching can be ning is a classroom work and
done at a later quarter, so long as laboratory-clinical experience in
the program is still in operation which the student receives 15
with no problems, according to credits for the work done. During
Elmore.
the afternoons, the student meets
If the student has had the in groups to fill the education block
introduction to education course, course requirements, Psychology
the program can offer the whole 300, . 310 and Education 311.
education sequence in Seattle
If additional teachers are
coupled with a half day of class- needed for instruction, experiroom experience or a full day as enced teachers from the Seattle
with the September experience or school district are used. Elmore
student teaching.
said they "know the patterns for
According to Elmore, schools success in teaching. They know
normally welcome the students of what will work and what will not."
the Urban Center program,
Student teaching if given 16
teachers need all the assistance credits for work during the winter
they can get. Elmore said class- quarter and half of the spring '.
rooms with 28 or more "squirming quarter in the Seattle area.
kids going in every direction,"
The need and importance for
need supervision that often one
this type of program is not felt or
teacher alone can not offer.
known by many of Central's stuElmore said Central's program dents according to Elmore. Stuhas received a good reputation due dents of some type of minority
to its past 10 years of existence, background have a special advanand principles of the Seattle Inner tage when recognized as a skilled
School District say, "I could take teacher.
another one [student teacher froin
"I think if students knew they
Central] anytime."
The school district covers many are a member of any .e thnic
schools in the Seattle area. The minority and will come into that
district covers the area near the program where they can develop
University of Washington district skills and be identified as a
successful teacher, and they most
as far south as Boeing field.
certainly can, they are in like flint
and you can almost guarantee
them a teaching contract in a
major district, because, every dis·
could be of use, stop by the ASC trict has to have a certain number
office in the SUB, or phone of minority teachers on their staff
963-1691, 8 am-5 pm weekdays: to meet the HEW (Health Education and Welfare) requirements,"
Athletics Commitee (3)
Elmor~ said.
Long Range Planning (l)
"Any ethnic minority person is
Joint Student Fees
tremendously benefited by it,
Campus Safety
Campus Site and Development being visible in a district with ~, ...
many students of the same group ··
Building Names
they are from in the schools,". said
Academic Standing Committee
Elmore . .
College Union Board
Campus Judicial Council
Traffic Committee
Once a yec;;r, does your hometown
Student Financial Assistance
get it on? We are compiling a book
Board of Academic Affairs
of unusual and fun events in the
Northwest for summer '77. Do you
ASC Board of Control
know of a fun or unusual event?
ASC Legislative Action Comm.
Be the firs.t to tell us and you'll
ASC Programming Committees
receive a free copy of HOT TIMES
(dance, films, concerts, special
'77 and a custom designed HOT
TIMES 77 t-shirt. Send name, adevents) .
dress and event to HOT TIMES 77,
ASC Sign Painters Assistant
111 Lynn Street, Seattle, _..,,.WA 98109
............
ASC Part Time Secretarial Asst

/

~eterson

a hang glider but the
FIP does include fly·
ing lessons i~ _li_ght
aircraft at a c1v1llanope rated f I yin g
school. The program
is an extra given to
those who want to become Air Force pilots
through Air Force
ROTC. Taken during
the senior year in college, it is the first
step for the guy who

wants t~ go oi:i !O A.ir
Force pilot trarnrn~ rn
jets _after graduation.
Air Force ROTC
also offers scholar·
ships ... $100 a mont.h
allowance ••• plus 1t
pays for. book~~ and
lab fe4:s. m add.'t'?" to
full tu1t1on. This 1s all
reserved for the guy
who wants t_o get the
ha_ng of Air Force
flying.

Major Richard E. Gray, 963-2:~4
Hall 5 #102, CWSC

.... '* all together In Al• FOPCe ROTC.
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Arts & Entertaininent
Sport-in-Art form
viedfor unique

FOOTNOTE, vertatile musical group will be
performing at the spring symposium. Their combination of varying activities will add much to the spring
event.

Success lies with 'Luckett'
Many students at Central attend
the on-campus dances without
knowing who· is playing, who is
sI>_onsoring the dance or any of
6etiind the scenes procedures that
~ chairperson must arrange.
This year: Sylvia Luckett chairs
the ASC Programming Committee. Her function is to provide
entertainment for Central students.
"Specifically, l -handle ·dances.
This erttails deciding upon dance
dates and cc:mtacting agents to get

un.,

a band," says Sylvia. "I am even
able to find a particular band I
want."
In selecting a ban·d, Sylvia first
goes through the agent's list ..
From there she bargains for a
band. "I set up a contract which
states the hours the band must
play and the amount of money the
ASC or clubs are willing to pay to
the bg.nq."
"The biggest problem in my Job
is getting a good band at a fair
price. I try to find new bands

on. and Tue., March 13-14-15

/liS w/Jo/e hi/Ure Iii u/l}(J/l/Jr;,r - UllO'IJ!l/yf?!lseconds kit_ Non-sllp mterlfliinmtl
/iiV./) .,
gt;;X};IT/J'ell/.i

",.¥1JAT;,7JIL

IJl!Lll'IJ7lJ~::
'tTmiN

which students have never .heard
of. YOU could say it is a minor
promotional benefit to the band. I
feel the hardest job is the advertising chairman. Advertising is the
biggest problem, you have to make
sure the students are informed.
Success lies in the advertisement."
She added, "I. enjoy my work
and feel it is important to find
entertainment for the students
here on the campus. I mean,
Ellensburg is not exactly downtown Seattle. Here in Ellensburg
you have to look real hard to find
anything to do besides drink
. beer."
·
At the present time, the favorite
bands for Central are Onyx, b:picentre (both disco) and Luie and
the Rockets (now Luie is on his
own, no longer with the band).
These three bands bring in the
most monies for the ASC.
Sylvia said, "I would like to find
another band or several bands
which can produce this same
effect. I'm afraid that the students
will get tired of the same old
thing."
"A new thing that I will be doing
is disco chairman, along with
Ronald Forest. The ASC is going
to section off a portion of the SUB
cafeteria and make it into a disco.
Our job is to select music and
provide only the best. I feel this is
going to be the · biggest success
Central will ever be able to do. It
will be designed in the same
fashion as most discos, say for
example, Seattle," commented
Sylvia.

III
tm

BO SVENSON • CYBILL SHEPHERD

·

AOCIA MOOAI • STACY l'lilACH

!'STAEITThe PEOPLE"
•••The Story of

Naked City Today!

®

KittY

A Tran s-American Relea se

The top winners w"e re:
A ki"ndergartner named Kris
from the Eastern · Washington
State College campus school, Cheney; Nancy Hessin, Eastern Washington State College; Kristen Morrow, · second grader, Castle vale
School, Yakima; Anjanette Hewith,
second grader, Nob Hill
School, Yakima; Georgia Hopkins,
fifth grade, Stanton School, Yakima; Lynne Harris, fifth grade,
Gilbert School, Yakima; Terry
Shumaker, sixth grade, McKinley
School, Yakima; Barb Durkes,
se":enth grade, Lewis & Clark
School, Yakima; Sherry Pu.r chase,
eighth grade, Franklin ,School,
Yakima; Carrol Baxter, Davis
High School, Yakima; Derrick
Hortsch, first grade, Wainwright
School, Tacoma; Valli ~ ohnson,
Bellarmine Prep, Tacoma; and the
fourth grade class of Westgate
School, Kennewick.

H.A. Believe it -or Not
*People who smoke spend 2h more
of their time ill than non-smokers.
*70 per cent of smokers die priQr
to their life expectancy .
*Cigarette smoking causes :heart
disease, cancer, emphysema and
bronchitis. . If smoking was completely quit, 95 per cent of these
diseases would be wiped out.
* Nicotine causes stillborn babies,
!ow-hirth weight and mental re-

tardation. Also, nicotine can be
passed on in the mother's milk
while nursing.
* In 1975, 550,000 deaths were
attributed to tobacco.
* Smoking lowers a person's sex
drive.
These facts have been brought
to you by your campus Health
Action club.

In the past seven years, out of
my own interest; I have done
extensive trading and working
with various types of audio components. In that time, I have had
my share of hassles with dealers
and their products like some of you
may have experienced.
My main obj~ctive is to inform

tm••

DEAN'S T.V. & 'APPLIANCE. __ WELCOMES YOUt
11

'

•T.Y. RINTAU AND .SMIS .
. .IPAIU
el.ARGE SIUCTION
.- .OF DISCOUNT RICOltDS

0

AND~TANI Craig

~

VILLAGE Open 6:45 925-4598_Show~
s OT onLY an dAT
BUT d WEdPOn WITH

ffiAdAm

Twenty-six other students,
given honorable mer1tion awards,
will have their material returned
to their home towns for display.

~ ~aclquar'9n for

plus this co-hit

Color prinls by MOVIELAB · AN AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL RELEASE

Thirteen awards of cii3tinction
· have been presented to elementary and high school students from
Cheney, Tacoma, Yakima and Kennewick for their entries in a Sportin-Art contest sponsored by
the Washington Association for
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation.
The unique contest was designed to allow students to conceptualize sports-in-arts form, and it
coincides with this- week's observance in Washington of National
Physical Education and Sport
Week.
The statewide contest resulted
in more than 100 entries covering
sports-in-art forms ranging from
crayoned posters to glassblown ·
figurines, according to Dr. Jean
Putnam, Central physical education professor and contest chairperson.
The 13 winning awards of dis- Unction will have their works
displayed at the March 25-29
national convention of the American Alliance for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation in Seattle.

7:00 &9:00 ·

I;

.

u., IPPlWICE

I

~·

~iiillal

interested readers of different
aspects of audio components, i.e.,
selecting the proper component
for a certain application, dealing
with stereo salesmen, how to get
the most enjoyment out of your
system, clarifying different technical terms and their applications
and taking a look at new products
on the market.
My articles will be based-on my
own experiences, equipment reviews and what other knowledgeable Hi_-Fi enthusiasts have to say.
I am not affiliated with any dealer
· or manufacturer, so there will be
no gain for me in recommending a
product that I personally feel is
inferior. Even though what I write
will be opinion, it is not my
intention to slam a particular
product or someone who owns it,
btit rather to point out what I feel
is a weakness- in its ability to
accurately to reproduce a given
sound.
I strongly urge readers to write
in with their questions and suggestions to let me know what you
would be interested in reading
about. If I should make a statement that is vague or you feel is in
error, please feel free to lef me
know so I may clear up any
misconceptions or make the necessary corrections. Write to me in
care of the Crier.
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Jazz choir up to
their usual--great
By MICHELLE BRUNSON

mentalist in the song, A Child is
Born, provided a different flair in
the afternoon's musical collection
of jazz. This song, as well as all the
other performed· on four, were
·arranged by Aaberg.

After the Central Jazz Choir
returned from their lengthy three
day tour, they bounced right back
to perform numerous selections'
from their tour arrangement in the
A ballad, "Make Someone HapSUB pit, Mar. 3
py", displayed true harmony~ The
Choir performed as if they were
The Jazz Choir opened with , still on tour with 100 per cent_
Satin Doll, a Duke Ellington enthusiasium.
arrangement featuring Mike
Brummell, which caught the atten"Little Red Top", a King- Pleation of _m any passersby. The choir
sure song, incorporated the solo
displayed outstanding harmony talents of ·Pam Morris and Bruce
and versatility.
Martin. Displaying a unique style
Round Midnight, a Thelonist
Monk arrangem~nt, featured vocalist Jan McCormick. The song
displayed good vocal and instrumental balance. Instrumentalists
included Wally Ausser, pm bass;
Dave Aaberg on piano and mark
Christianson on drums.
· Dave Aaberg, featured instru-

of singing, Pam carried through
her solo very well and was
entertaining to watch as well as .to
listen to.
Living up to their long living
reputation, the Jazz Choir produced forty-five minutes of excellent entertainment. Their next
performance will be at Jazz Night,
·
March 10-11.

Footnote reflects visions
Big· and Small Visions of thE
Human World, the theme for the
Spring Symposium to be held
April 11-14, will feature the musical group "Footnote" and guitarist
Berre Toelken.
"One of the most original, imginative, brilliantly conceived
demonstrations of the aural and
visual arts .... " is one description of
the multi-talented musical group
Footnote, A versatile group, Footnote. demonstrates the capability
of expressing themselves in various types of media from modern
·
dance to mime.
Footnote, is revising it's concert
with the theme of the Symposium,
The new song and dance routines
will reflect the most simple and
most complex aspects of the
human world.
A professor of English at the
University of Oregon, Berre Toelken, has a strong background in
the expressive arts of Native
American, Chicano and Black cultures. Toelken is known for his
studies of folklore and continues to
collect and study oral traditions of
different ethnic cultures.

"Art and History of the Common
People", is the theme for Toelken's
lecture concert. The lecture will
focus on customs, tales, yarns and
songs of the Northwest to illustrate the richness of folk art
traditions.
Co-sponsored by the ASC , the

Symposium is the second of the
series of annual symposiums on
humanistic values, organized by
the school of arts and humanities.
This symposium will provide opportunities for faculty and students
to discuss topics which cross
regular academic boundaries.

Recita 1·a la french
Herbert Williams, organist and
music director from the Grace
Episcopal Church, Ellensburg, will
be the featured soloist in a Lenten
recital, the third of the season in
the Kaynor Memorial Organ Con•cert Series. Williams has chosen
works appropriate to the penitential season from both early and
contemporary composers: J. S.
Bach; J'G. Walther; Olivier
Messaien; Marcel Dupre and
Jean Langlais.
Of special interest is Messaien's
La Nativite Du Seigneur , writtenin i935, a musical meditation honoring the Motherho9d of Christ. Of

Pu/mono 'relaxes'
his audiences
The guitar, a versatile instrument, can arouse the body into
dance or soften the soul. George
Pulmano, classical guitarist, will
offf er an evening of relaxing
entertainment March 3~, in Hertz
Hall at 8.
Born in Y okihama, Japan,
Pulmano's interest in the guitar ·
was sparked at ·an early age of 11.
From there he went on to study at
Washington State University, under Ray Perschauer. He graduated

the nine sections which make this
composition, Williams will play the ,
seventh,
Jesus Accepte la Souffrance. This seventh section depicts the suffering of Christ upon
the Cross.
Eva-Marie Carne,· faculty mem~
ber in the Department of Foreign
Languages, Central, will accompany Messaien's composition with
readings in French.
Williams' recital will be held at
Grace Episcopal Church, 101 West
12th, Ellensburg, at 4 pm Sunday,
March 13. Admission is open but
a free-will offering will be taken
during intermission in order to
,1elp defray expenses for this .organ concert series .. .:.
CONTACT -LENS WEARERS.!
Save on your supplies. Send l~ ·
stamp for price list. liontact Lens
Supply Center, 341 K Camelback, Phoenix, Arizona 85012.

in 1974 with· a BA in music,
emphasizing on guitar performance.
Dennis Young, newspaper music
/
critic and reviewer, said Pulmano's performance of "technical
excellence and particularly tonal
/
color and control is superb".
/
Pul.mano's performance at Central will include Renaissance, Latin American and Spanish pieces.
Composers will range from Bach to
Ponce. Admission is free.

,/

/

Live on Stage!
/

~
~
~~
I/

I/

/

BERRE TOELKIN will be the featured folk guitarist in April for the
symposium sponsored by the school of arts and humanities.

I

I
I
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KCWS
Is it crazy to love marker pens that give you the smoothest, thinnest line in
town ., .and feel so right in your hand? Is it mad to worship pens with c~ever
little metal "collars" to keep their plastic points from
squishy .
Not if the pen is a Pilot marker pen.
~!
Our Razor Point. at only 69¢, gives
·
the kind of extra-fine delicate line you'll flip
over. And for those times you want a little less
line. have a fling with our fine point
59c Fineliner. It has the will and fortitude to
actually write through carbons .
S.o , don't settle for a casual relationship.
Get yourself a lasting o.ne. or two, to have
and to hold .. . at your college book store.
Pilot Corp .- of America. 41-15 36th St ..
Long Island City. N .Y. 11101

ROCK YOUR SOUL

SUN.

CLASSICAL HOUR

SUN.
SUN.

4:00

SUN.

6:30 - 9:30 PM

CHICANO HOUR

SUN.

9:00 -

ROCK CLASSIC HOUR

SUN.
WED.

THURS.

9:30 - 1:00 AM
7:30

8:30

/
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Pizza deliverer varies shift
By GARY C. FISHER
His name is David Missen, and
he makes life a little easier for
Central students. David is one of
three delivery persons for Pizza
Mia.
His shift begins at 5 p.m. and
until the first orders come in, he
does some kitchen work including
.. making pizzas and grinders.
On this Saturday night, I rode
with him to see what the job is
like, and to share with him some of
his past experiences.
On our way to the first delivery
of the night, Missen related to me
some of his past experiences,
'~Last year I was delivering to
Hitchock, and while looking for the
room, I saw a nude girl lying on
her bed, who had passed out."
One of our delivery persons who
was being chased by a dog, threw
up his money pouch and urinated
in his pants."
Missen said, as a delivery person, he has customers who order
regularly and he knows where
they live. "But it doesn't matter to
me, because I know Ellensburg
like the back of my hand."
As we apporached the address
of our first delivery, a light came
on and a young lady came to t~

door. Missen handed her the
order, collected the money and
left.
"Most deliveries are like this,"
he said, "but, on the other hand,
nothing suprises me now, I've met
everything."
Missen said when it gets busy,
he works out a delivery plan in
order to keep the food hot for the
customers. "People get abusive
when their - food is late. Some
people really get obnoxious, but
I'm used to it and put up with it."
When we returned to PTiza
Mia, there were three orders
waiting to be delivered. He picked
up a couple cans .of pop, made two
grinders and we were off on
another delivery.
"75 percent · of our business
comes from the college," he said,
"on Tuesdays and Thursdays, ·
three fourths of our business
comes from Music and Quiet
dorms."
_
"I've been propositioned by
many girls, while making deliveries," he said. "Some of the lines
used have been, 'Give me a grinder
and I'll give you what you want, or
come back after work.' "
When we got back to Pizza Mia
there were three more orders
waitinl! to 'be delivered. Missen

l\low thru Sat., f.k:Jr. 12:

FREE ®U. 51--tURE:
Turntable and Cartridge Clinic.
[no ceramic cartridges_or compacts, please.]

picked up some cans of pop,
checked the order slips and we
were off in the Red Machine.
Uur first stop of this trip was
the south end town. After a quick
search, we found the address. It
was a dark part -of the neighborhood and I was a bit hesitant about
following him to the door.
As soon as he knocked on the
door, a short man appeared and
with. him was a large black, mean
looking dog.
· When he opened the door,
the dog lunged at me. My heart
froze and }winced in anticipation of
something painful.
But. luckily for me, the dog kept
going and dissappeared into the
night. The owner gave Missen and
me a disgusted look and shat the
door.
'
When we got into the car, I
asked Missen if he had been afraid.
"No," he said, "I've been lucky, I
haven't had a problem with dogs.
But, I can run and jump fences real
good."
I asked Missen what time of the
year he likes best, he said, "Rodeo
weekend is my favorite. A lot of
people come in drunk or stoned.
They buy large pizzas and give big
tips."
"About 20 percent of our business comes from drunk or stoned
peopie who have the mun~hies." _
He said the delivery wagon gets
egged, waxed,. and soaped regularly. Once, somebody threw a lit
..ipa.rkler on the hood.
"I have a lot of fun on the job. I
have my good and bad nights. I
enjoy meeting people around
town," he said.
After riding with Missen for two
hours, I decided I had enough, and
went home to spend the rest of the
evening writing the story.

there's
lots of living
and
loving ahead

What you g~t:

Students ,to visit
•
various
campuses

*Stylus inspection, using powerful binocular micoscop.,.
*Clean stylus
*Turntable speed check
*Phase check
*Channel balance & separation measurement
*Stylus pressure & antiskating force measurement
*Trackability check [measures ability of stylus to stay in
close contact with record groove at low, medium and high
frequencies.

Why you need it:

Why C~1t short?

A worn stylus damages records-permanently. Too
much tracking force, or poor anti-skating adjustment,
causes more rapid record and stylue wear. Mistracking
[audible informal distortion] will actually cut distortion ito
record grooves-permanently.

·i.----!

American

Cancer Society

Records are expensive!

/
/

You've probably invested more in records than in any
component-maybe more than in your whole system! Stope
record damage before it starts!

H

-~~lity,

/

v
/

SALE PRICED, NOW THROUGH SATURDAY.

~

Amazing
Stage Effects.

V15-III
M95ED
M91ED
M70B

REG

SALE

$85
$65

$77.50
,35
$30
$12.95

$65
$29.95
$24.95
$7.95

$60
$32.50

TEREDCRIFT
408 N. Pearl 962-2830

ll
/

IL'
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Cleary S. Cone, Ellensburg attorney is scheduled to speak
Tuesday, March 15 at 7:30 p.m. at
the Grupe Conference Center.
. The lecture's topic is "Estate Planning--Taxation and Investment." There will be no admission.
charge, for this is presented to the
community by the School of Business and Economics, and ~ea

~·································*****!11

i

: TH·E • . . . BURGER
.tq ~.. · Buy 1 and get
t VO ~ second burger

i

I
j

,

i ......
:

primary organizers of the trip, is
to gather ideas and information
which might help improve or
expand Central's ·residence haHs
and the student government. ·
According to Dick Meier, assistant ·director of residence living,
"Much of our current residence
hall structure was patterned after
other school's programs, when a
similar trip was made a few year's
ago."
Transportation for the trip is
being paid for in part by the ASC,
Residence Hall Council and the
Residence Hall Resource Sharing
Team, with cost for housing and
meals being paid for by the
students going on the trip.

Cone to talk at Grupe

~
~

CARTRIDGES are required for high
low tracking force, Your records sound better,

last longer.

8

Several dorm residents and
representatives from the ASC
office plan to spend their spring
break traveling between Ellensburg and Los Angeles.
The group will visit severai
different campuses between here
and L.A. Current plans call for the
group to stop at eight different
campuses, and more stops will be
added should time allow. Some of
the colleges that the group will
visit include: Humboldt State College, University of California at
Berkley, San Francisco State,
Stanford, San Jose State, Pepperdine, USC, Pomona and Southern
Oregon.
The purpose of the trip, according to Dan Sanders, one of the

/

·~

SHURE

LOCK NESS MONSTER? This mysterious object was seen floating
down the Yakima River Sunday. Closer inspection showed it, was a
log, not the famous Loch Ness Monster. Photo by Paul Fridlund

i

I

for only

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST will
theses, term papers, course
work, etc. Call Gail 963-2803;
- after 5: 925-1727.

I do

i

Ellensburg's

i

so bring a friend
Expires March 27, 1977

professionals.
Cone ' is the immediate past
president of the Washington State
Bar Association and a leading
Washington estate planning and
tax .expert.
Future scheduled discussion
topics are Income Tax, Tues. April
5, 7:30 pm also in the Grupe
·
Conference Center.
For additional information,
please contact Lyle Ball, dean of
the School of Business and · Economics, 963-1955.

.

i
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Takara's

Peugeot's

Bicycles · Repa irs· Sales · Service
Closed Mondav's - 307 N. Main - 925·3326
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Associate Professor of History how could she have changed things
James Brennan thinks Catherine more radically?"
the Great of Russia was overrated
The Empress Elizabeth, Brenand' that earlier, less famous
nan siad, often gets bad press,
monarchs are more deserving of
partly because she was born out of
Catherine's reputation as an enempress Elizabeth, Brennan said
lightened ruler.
often gets bad press, partly be• Brennan, a Central faculty memcause she was born out of wedlock.
ber since 1967, evaluated Cather- "She was less ignorant than she
ine's role in a Phi Alpha Theta was made out to be," Brennan
address on Enlightened Despotism said, citing her extensive know·
last week.
ledge of languages. Catherine's
Despotism means absolute rule reputation for fluency was largely
by monarch, and Brennan defin~d, a self-perpetuated myth, Brennan
for the purposes of his speech, said.
• Enlightenment as the principles of
Many of the reforms, according
the 18th century Enlightenment: to Brennan, were due to the
emperical methods of inquiry, influence a petty nobleman named
education and rationalism. Bren- Peter Shuvalov had on the Em• nan said that despotism and the press, an influence partly achieved
Enlightenment were not compat- because Peter's cousin, Ivan Shuible but that several Russian
Although, Brennan said, many
• rulers were nonetheless interested of Shuvalov's reforms were resistin the movement.
ed by members of the Senate, a
Brennan questioned Peter the legislative body subordinate to the
Great's reputation as the only Empress, several of his reforms,
,.enlightened ruler before Catherine including the imposition of indirct
the Great. Characterizing Peter's taxes taht were less punitive to
legacy as ambiguous, Brennan sefs, elimination of antiquated
credited him with irrevocable internal tariffs and increased ex• changing Russian life with his port taxes which vastly strenthen"westernizations" but criticized ing the Russian economy, the
him for increasing the tax paid by groundwork for a law code Catherserfs to help pay for the "western- ine later took credit for, and
• izing."
·
reorganization of the army were
back to the old ways," he said. achieved.
Brennan contested the idea that the groundwork for a law code
the period between Peter and Catherine later took credit for, and
• Catherine the Great was a kind of reorganization of the army were
Dark Ages, saying that two rulers, achieved.
Anne, a cousin of Peter's . and,
Brennan said that Shuvalov had
Elizabeth, Peter's second daugh- other ideas, including extensive
land reforms but was prevented
9 tr,. both were more enlightened,
than Catherine.
from carrrying them out by the
According to Brennan, there resistance of other noblemen and
• twenty year reign, which, was what Brennan termed Catherines
unprecedented
at
that chief _problem: her laziness.
time. Anne didn't repeal execution
Ivan Shuvalov, Brennan said,
laws, and courts still continued to, complemented his cousin. "He was
punish by torture and exile. But, mostly interested in education and
' Brennan asked, "Given the time, the arts, instead of government."

Shuvalov was instrumental in
founding Moscow University and
an academy of arts devoted mostly
to painting.
Catherine the Great's husband,
Peter the III. became emperor
after Elizabeth· died in 1761 but
Catherine deposed him after six
months and later had him strangled. According to Brennan, Peter
played with toy soldiers and had
become an alcoholic as a little boy
'Jut he was, in several ways, a
more enlightened ruler than Catherine.
Brennan said that Catherine
was fairly liberal in her treatment
of religious minorities but. by
increasing the number of people in
~erfdom. a state Brennan likened
lo the life of an American slave,
violated the principles of the
Enlightenment.
Brennan said that Catherine's
main skill was public relations and
ascribes part of her reputation
ethnocentrism on the part ot
historians who considered G~r
mans, like Catherine, superior to.
Russjans like Elizabeth and Anne.

According to Brennan the Enlight· influenced by his ideas to greater
enment in Russia really began extent.
during the reign of Anne and the roles of Catherine, Anne and
became more important during the Elizabeth, adding that Russian
reign of Elizabeth. Both women, historians had already begun this
he said were familiar witli the process.
ideas of Voltaire, a leading figure
Brennan did reasearch work for
of the Enlightenment in France, as • a book about the era in Finland
-was Catherine, but they were last year .

Family

. Comm. course offered

Central students seeking practical experience in an interviewing
•setting 9hould sign up for Communication 375, Interviewing Principles and Techniques. The four
credit course will be onered this ·
:tspring and will be taught by Lynn
Osborn.
The Course is designed for a
. practical experience, giving students a chance to improve skills as
both an interviewer and an interviewee. Students start their learn• ing in the classroom arid then go
out into the community.
Students are put in touch with
people in the community that are
• in the field that they hope to be in
after graduation.
This enables the student to see
the specific interview needs and
• practices that they will encounter
in their chosen field. Feedback is
obtained from members of the

•

•

community to help improve the
interviews where we are either
studenf s- slilll. applying for a position or looking
A great deal of attention is to hire someone if we are in a
focused on the employment inter- managerial or administrative
·view. As one of the classroom role," said Osborn.
handouts states, "The rest of a In addition to employment interstudent's life may depend on a viewing. students are exposed to
thirty minute interview." The persuasive counseling interviews.
interview is the most crucial point informational interviewinv and
in employment situations. The are taught how to conduct a
first thirty seconds of an employ- survey.
ment interview can make or
To further emphasize the
break it.
Two former students who re- course's practical nature, the final
cently took the class students told examination takes the form of a
twenty minute interview with the
Osborn that if it had not been for
the interviewing class they would- instructor. Students are asked to
not have obtained their present put into application certain prinjobs and their advancement would ciples, techniques and bits of
knowledge in the interview situahave been much slower.
"Unless we marry the boss's son tion.
The course is offered by the
or daughter most of us are faced at
a number of times in our profes- communication department four
sional careers with employment times a year and· is open to all.

I

•

1-n

Mexico

Husband and wife faculty members Otto Jakubek (geography)
and Doris Jakubek (education) are
teaching at the Mexico Instructional Center in Guadalajara this
quarter. With them is their son,
Alan, a Central freshman who is
studying at the Center.
Mr. Jakubek is teaching courses
on settlements, economic geography and practical aids in teaching the geography of Mexico. Field
work is emphasized in each of his
classes.
Mrs. Jakubek offers two education courses and individual study
relative to education in Mexico.
She feels that "study of an educational syst~m is more realistic
when one is able to see the setting
in which schooling takes place."
she said, "A good undergraduate
education should include/provide a
student with a wide variety of
ideas and experiences. As one specifically concerned with the training of teachers, I believe that teachers. especially, must have a rich
background from those areas referred to as liberal arts if they are
to encourage children to think and
inquire and to be curious about
their world."
This is the last group to tour the
Yucatan on the two week fieldstudy break. Starting next quarter
the study tour will include places
that are closer to Guadalajara but
are equally worthwhile and fascinating. This will lessen time on the
bus and increase time spent at archaeological, historical and artistic
sit~s.

Information concerning the
Mexico Instructional Center may
be obtained at the Office of International Programs located at Peterson 202.

.............,,,,,,,,.,,,
1001

E·10th

Food .Store
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WEEKLY SPECIAL
with th is ad
-Hot to Go·

BIG 'UN
reg

$1.49

~ood thru

jfootnott

~

DON'T
MISS ITI

BigBoo~uyBac"'
We'll give you the best price
you're going to find anywhere on
used textbooks from The College
Store, in the Student- Union Building,
starting March 7 at 1 p.m .
March 7-11-2pm to 4'pm
1~arch 14-1 S(Finals Week) 9am to 4pm
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WELL G£NTLEMEN, 'WH/tr
WE: HAVE -HER.E. \S AN
~E:~ LACK Of"" FUhDS

Budget cuts add
to low morale

J

According to the president,
there are not only problems of
President James Brooks said, "I funding, but there are all kinds of
am in total and complete agree- rules and regulations placed on
~ ment with the opinion that we
the college by the federal and state
should be able to sponsor pro- governments.
grams or activities that aid in
Brooks further commented that
·faculty development."
they have made demands which
He added: "Because the faculty take a lot of faculty and adminisis the most crucial item at the lra tor's time to account for almost
institution, the institutuio~ should everything, and that this is demorbe trying to help them when it can alizing and a real problem for
in that endeavor. The administra- colleges.
He went on to say that many
tion has pushed throughout the
years to aid in ~hat development." schools across the country have
Brooks said the problem on the suffered from enrollment declines
administrative level is finding the which have caused some real
funds to carry out tbese programs, problems with staffing, and how
and having enough money to meet many faculty members, administhe needs of the faculty. trators and employees the instituIn addition, Cen:tra:l has suffered tion can support.
budget cutbacks since 1969, the
On the question of legislative
most recent a $1,284,000 cutback problems, Brooks said. "l don't
imposed by the new governor. think we yield to legislative pres"We are a state-supported institut- sure. But when you are under a
ion and we heavily rely on the governor's mandate or requirestate for funding. When they set ment, put in legislation, you have
policy and take action on the no choice but to carry it out,
budget, it. affects us directly," because we are a state agency." ·
Brooks said.
Brooks stated that, "We have
By GARY FISHER
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afternoons only

constantly objected to reduction in keep our class enrollments up." vice-presidents for what they are
budgets: we appear in Olympia
According to Andress, pay is contributing. There 'lre people who
regularly. I've been there several another factor in faculty morale. do extra work or run programs,
times this quarter to present the Salaries would have to be raised 24 who don't get support at all.
best interests of the college at · per cent in order for facul~y mem"I don't think it's the adminisvarious hearings.
bers to have the buying power tration doesn't care, it's they have
"The main thing we have to look they had ten years ago, he said. their own problems to cope with,"
out for is the operating and capitol
"It's hard to take when in the he added.
budgets. Without someone work- private sector people ·who are When asked if the administration
ing closely with kev legislators and earning much more are doing less. has taken an active part in
committees, the college would suf- That's one issue that is a cause of promoting the faculty in Olymfer considerably. Perhaps faculty low morale and disenchantment," pia~- Andress said, "I don't know '
members are not aware of whats he said Andress.
_ whether or not they have. If the
being done by administration."
Andress observed that there is a faculty has been communicated to ·
Brooks also said he thought a very widespread feeling among Olympia, the results have not been
number of legislators are aware faculty and that the Council on noticeable."
that faculty members are putting Post Secondary Education is very
Andress said there was a faculty
in time. He found very little ques- unsympathetic towards higher edmorale
problem a year ago, and it
tioning concerning how much fac- ucation and is squeezing as much
ulty members are doing at Cen- out of it as possible while putting has gotten worse since then. He '
tral. Most legislators believe that as little into it as po~sible. They said, "It's hard to say where the
Central faculty members -.· are are.squeezing more just by raising bottom is. I feel very gloomy
teaching and are concerned with the burden of work that must be about the future. of higher educadone · for the same amount of tion. Further budget cuts will do
students.
serious and permanent damage to
money.
On the question of personal
When asked where restrictions , Central. I guess more cuts are
contact with the faculty, Brooks
of faculty can · be traced to, coming, we are up against the
said, "I simply do not have the
wall, there is no room to maneuver '
time to meet with each individual Andress said, "As far as money in."
.
goes,
the
state
has
an
amount
of
faculty member, to find out what
money to work with. It can
Theodore Nauman, member of
that person is doing."
_
Added Brooks: "If I took the ' proportion it out wherever it the committee said, "We want to
be a scholarly institution, this '
·time to do this, I would comoletely pleases.
would involve the faculty being
ignore the duties · I am directly ."Jlt's a matter of priorities. Why;
responsible for and these are the they ch()ose to squeeze inoney out intrusive on his or her specialty.
total institution, its representation of four-year colleges and put it There is not enough time to ,
in Olympia, .and before the public." _ somewhere else, I don't know. If improve ourselves, because of our
they want to pinch higher edu- teaching loads, preparation tirne
"1 ha.ve talked to each- school cation, they should be prepared for and our committee work."
within Central, talked · to the the consequences."
· As far as academic factors are '
faculty this past fall and gone
According to Andress, there is a concerned, Nauman said, "We are
around to each school and made general feeling among legislators, not getting the recognition we
presentations in order to keep and maybe a reflection of voters, deserve. In essence, there is too
them informed about what is · tbat higher education is less useful much work and not enough recoghappening to the institution" he now than it was before, and
. be nition. These contribute to faculty
said.
.th ere fore, no t muc h mom~y w111
morale problem."
spent on . it.
·
According to Brooks, facl!lty
Andress further said that there
According --to Nauman, "legismorale in general is a problem are many on the campus who lators are treating Central faculty
across the whole country, there complain about the administration like state employees, with no
are hints that the Carter adminis- of this college. He thinks the · freedom. The administration has
tration is going to make massive administration is caught in the tried to tell them what is going on,
cuts _in higher education budgets, middle between the faculty and but if the legislators want to know
for example, stude·nt aid. legislators. ·.
what faculty are doing, they
"We are all very much conA major complaint is that the should come and see us personally
cerned about what is happening faculty does not get very much and follow a faculty member
and are doing our best to deal with support from the administration. during his or her day." ·
it," he concluded.
·
Andress said, "The faculty is not
·Part three will be continued in
peing recognized by deans and next issue of Crier.
Joel Andress, member of the --....,l;~----w..
.i!!i......--------11111.1.1111!!!!!!!!!!~!'!1'!111~~~~~~~......... /
committee, said, "Yes, there is a
faculty morale problem at Central.
What bothers· me is I can't find
time to do enough readings and
studying of my own, therefore, I
feel I am not learning much unless
I can improve as a teacher.
Teaching loads are much greater
•
-now than six or seven years ag~
and -~e are forced into the process
of divising new courses in order to

....
·theolder generation
has a lot ofstuffy
ideas... ·
·cigarette

smoking is one!

Leavitt: "Excited and Q_roud"

•
•

Central choir prepares for European swing_
.-- -

By DAVID PAYSON

As a music student in 1954,
• Gordon Leavitt traveled to Chi·
cago with the Central Choir to
sing.. It is an experience he has
never forgotten.
.
•
Now, 23 years later, as Central's
Choir director, he and his students
are preparing for a spring journey
which should prove even more
memorable, a 22-day combination
European festival and tour that
will take them into some of the
a cultural .heartlands of Europe.
Ironically, until this upcoming
European trip, the farthest from
Ellensburg Central's choir had
traveled was Chicago, that same
1954 tour Leavitt was part of.
European trip, the farthest from
Ellensburg Central's choir had
traveled was Chicago, that saine
1954 tour Leavitt was part of.
Profess<¥' Leavitt, who graduated from Central with a BA in
music education in 1955· and returned to teach in 1965, is excited
about the May 29 to June 19 visit
to Europe, almost as excited as the
c, 50 to 55 choir members are who
will be going with him. They have
good cause to be excited and
proud, for they are one of only six
Ci choirs selected in all of North
America to att,e nd the St. Moritz
· Choir Festival and Workshop in
• St. Moritz, Switzerland. By being
so chosen, Central's choir joins a
very exclusive club.
But this privelege did not come
easy. It had to be won by audition.
Leavitt explained how the festivaltour idea came about, and how the
Central Choir won their spot.
"When I read about this festival,
•
it was just the kind of thing I had
been looking for," he said. "It was
something that offered actual
(.i music study' as well as a following
tour. So I responded positively to
the notice. And then last spring
the England-based group that
e sponsors the festival-tour sent a
representative to audition us. We
didn't find out until September
that we w~re one of the six choirs
chosen. The only other Northwest
choir that was selected is Lewis
and Clark College's in Portland.
Before this all happens, though, .
L~vfil~~k~gili~~~ooa

four-day tour of the Puget Sound

area, during spring vacation. He
described this tour as primarily a ·
public relations tour, one that the
choir takes annually to promote
the school's vocal music program.
"It's very effective," said Leavitt.
"We always _have students who
come to Central because of seeing
our choir perform in their home
towns."
Joining the choir on this tour
will be the Central Swingers,
directed by Barbara Brummett. To
date, the vocal ensembles have
performances scheduled in Seattle, Olympia, Bainbridge Island,
Tacoma and Bremerton, and they
will be presenting a variety of
choral literature from the Renaissance to the present.
When asked if he viewed this
coast to~r as a "warm-up" for the
European tour later in the spring,
Leavitt responded, "Yes, in some
respects we will use it that way.
The literature we have prepared
for this tour, we will also be using
in the European tour we will take
following the St. Moritz festival.
So this tour will be good experience an practice."
Leavitt outlined the schedule of
the St. Moritz Choir Festival
Workshop, and talked of the many
opportunities that will be available
to the attending choirs during the
seven day event.. "Some of it is
scheduled, and some of it is not,"
he said. "A lot of the time we will
spend rehearsing with the other
choirs in preparation for two gala
concerts, half of the choirs will
sing Bach's B minor mass, and the
other half will sing Bach's St.
Johns passion .. Our choir is among
other half will sing Bach's St.
Johns Passion. Our choir is among
we have never done, so it will be a
Passion. It's a great work, one that
we have never dpne, so ti will be a
new kind of literature for us. But
the real thrill of these final
concerts is that they are going to
be conducted by Neville. Marriner.
He is one of the greatest conductors alive today."
____ _
Following the. festival's conclusion June 6, the participating choirs, each provided with a guide by
the festival's sponsor, will strike
out on their own 12 day tours of
Europe, to meet again finally in
~ri~, - Swttrerl~d~~Mhlg

GORDON LEAVITT, director . of Central's Choir,
tunes up the group in preparation for their uj,coming
tour in Europe. The tour will be the farthest distance
traveled by a choir from Central.
With enthusiasm, ~eavitt spoke
of the Central Choir's proposed
itinerary for this 12-day passage of
Europe. "It hasn't been definitely
confirmed yet," he said, "but right
now our schedule looks like this:
two days in Venice, Italy; two days
in Salzburg, Austria; two days in
Vienna, Austria; two days in
Praque, Czechoslovakia; and then
we may even go to Leipsig, E~st
Germany; on to Munfoh, Germany for two days, and then home
via Swiss Air on June19."
/

~'VU'\.·

He explained that the choir will
be singing approximately six days
out of the 12 days they are on tour.
The rest of the time will be
devoted to _sightseeing, he said.
Because of the tour's cost; some
of the choir . members will not
make the European journey. ·Notmally the touring choir fields
about 75 members. Leavitt said 50
.to 55 students are expected for the
European trip. "Unfortunately,"
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he said, "it's a matter of finances.
Generally speaking, the kids are
going to have to pay most, if not '
ali, of thier own way. -we;re going
to have some fund raising events
· to cover some of the expenses. But
it's difficult to raise the kind of
money really necessary to he of a
lot of help."
The first such fund-raising event
is scheduled for Aoril 1--a dance
sponsored by the Central Choir in
conjunction with the ASC.

/

/

party" before returning to the US.
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Wildcats win first
•
game 1n
tourney
Central used an entire team Roberts, Tom Enslin and Uave
• effort Tuesday afternoon in post- Olzendam), Central slowed down
ing an opening round win over its offense to use up some time and
Keene State in the NAIA national put the__ga_me away.
tournament in Kansas City.
With 3:23 left and Central up by
Hitting on a torrid 56 per cent 18, Nicholson sent in Duanne
fr~m the field in the first half, the Hodges for Oliver, who sat down
Wildcats went on to a 72-56 win. with 16 points and numerous
The Wildcats were scheduled to rebounds.
·
.
battle No. 1 seeded · Newberry
Sheriff put on a · spectacular
College of So~th Carolina yester- performance for Central picking
da~ afternoon m the second round up 11 points coming off _the bench.
In a radio interview over the
action. Newberry College cruised
through its season with a ~5-0 Ellensburg radio station, Central
r~cord and op~ned Monday mght Coach Dean Nicholson was very
with a close wm.
. pleased with his team's output.
Cen~ral jumped out to· a 6-0 lead
"We ~eally played good and go~
in the opening minutes and wi- so~e !me efforts underneath,
dened that gap in the first 12 said Nicholson.
.
minutes of the. contest. With
The veteran coach also. feels his
Randy Sheriff coming- ·off the club can chal~~nge the fme Ne~
bench in place of Alphonzo Ro- berry t~am. . The~ re a very big
·berts who had three fouls, Central team with about six pl?yers over
jumped out to a rn point lead in 6-7, :but ~!eel ~e can give them a
the first half. Sheriff finished the go. But it s .~omg to take a very
first half with nine points, one less good effort.
t.han D<,tve Oliver.
1

The Wildcats jumped out quick
in the second half. Behind · two
Oliver stuffing shots, Central
moved to a commanding 49-28
lead.
1

With a little more than 10

~' minutes remaining, J{~ep_~ __S_tat~

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order .catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

Strokers venture worthwhile
Central's Washington's men's Eric Tracy captured the 50 freeswimming team made its trip ha.ck style with another school mark of
to Marshall, Minnesota worth- 20.4. _ Ro_g-er Coburn beat two
while, bringing back three individ- national champoins ~nroute to his
. ual tifles and a overall team finish win in the 200 butterfly, in which
of second place in. the NAIA he also set a school record.
national swimming champion ships. , "Those three really did good but
Russell Ferguson, Eric Tracy we just missed out of three more
and Roger Coburn each brought first places," informed a happy
home first place ribbons to lead Bob Gregson. Most notably was a
the Cats to a second place finish second place finish by Ed Waisted
behind Simon Fraser, who won the in the 200 individual medley. He
title for the second consecutive lost to a former silver medalist in
the Olympics, Bruce Robertson by
year.
Ferguson picked up his win in three-hundredths of a second.
"All of our kids can be credited
'the 100 breaststroke, breaking a
school record with· a time of 59.1. with fine efforts. There were many

times

they

broke

the

school

mark~," added the Central coach.

In the 400 individual medley,
Craig W ei:shaar and Craig MacDonald finished second and third
resp~ctively. Jerry White finished 'fourth in the 200 breaststroke,
while Craig Benson was fifth in the-,
1650 freestyle, setting a _ new
school mark with a time of 16:31.4. '"
In the 400 medley relay, the
Wildcats finished second to Simon
Fraser, losing by three-tenths ·of a
_
second.
"It was a good trip. We really
did the .job," concluded Gregson ..

Hennessy breaks school rec°-rd
Central's Jim Hennessy added was the first outdoor meet for
another school record to the book. Hennessy and his Wildcat teamThe senior distant runner set a mates.
Other fine early season efforts·
new standard in the mile run with
were given by Dave Andrews in
a 4:09.8 clocking.
The time beat (,in 11-year-old the javelin and .Mitch Ringe in the
mar.k set by Connie England by discus . .Andrews fired the sphere
nearly four seconds. The meet, 223'10" for first place. Ringe
held at Bellevue Community Col- - capt,'!red first with a heave of

158'9".
Dick Nunez won the shot put ,,
witli a throw of 51 '9" while Mike
Boland won the high jump with a
leap of 6'8". Mike Wold captured
the two mile with a 9:16.9 Clocking. '
The Wildcats next meet will be
this Saturday as they will compete
in the Whitman Relays.

•
Women went 're.d ' 1n
Moscow

The Wildcats first saw their loss to the U of Montana. The
, The Central women cagers
wound up the 1976-77 season with chances for a regional tournament 'Cats trailed 42-30 at the half artd
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
two losses in the Northwest Col- berth go down 'the dra_in by 'losing was hampered by foul trouble.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
lege
District Basketball Tourna- to Montana State 69-61 on Thnrs(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
~~!!een Hall and Lisa Smith
With the five starters returning '
Our research material is sold for
m~..r1t ...he.l!L l~~t~eekend in Mos- day. Shooting poorly in the first
with 16 points, led the
each
half put Central down 35-22 at
. to the game (Oliver, Les Wyatt, ·..____,_es.ea.rc•h•a.ss.is.ta.nc.e.o,.nl._y._ __. cow, Idaho.
Wildcat scoring attack. Montana '
halftime. Central pulled to within
was led by Linda Deden with 30
four points with four mirmtes left
points. Other scoring for Central;
and later to within five before
Cheryl Mercier and Kim- Grant
Montana pulled away.
each having 12, Karen Paterson 5, '"'
Cheryl Mercier led the 'Cats
Vicki Mathews 3 and Nancy Doust
with 18 points while Pam Hansen
1-.
. scored 17 for Montana State.
Other scoring for Central; Colleen
Seeing their last basketball ac- "
STU DENT GOVERNMENT CAN BE RESPONSIVE
' Hall 12, Lisa Smith 10~ Kim Grant
tion were seniors -Kim Grant from
· 7, Marging Young5, Kar~n Pater.Olympia and Margina Young from
STUDENT GOVERNMENT CAN BE EFFECTIVE
son 4, Vicki Mathews 3 and Carol
Wapato.
, Duncan 2.
_
On
--Friday
the
Central
squad
The Central team finished its
STUDENT GOVERNMENT CAN BE EFFICIENT
failed to place third with a 75-66
season with a 9~ 13 recQrd.
,put on a bit of a comeback with
Central reserves in the game to
come within 13.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
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Wrestlers fall short
in NAIA nationals·

~ ALLAN

TH
BOC Position 2

Central wrestlers ran into a _ Linthicum made it into the third
little bad luck last weekend iri
roun1d, but both lost to be knocked
Che.n ey as none of the 10 Wildcats
into the consolation bracket.
entered placed in the NAIA
"They could ·have- stTil-piaced if
national meet held at the Eastern
they would have won in the
Washington campus.
consolation, but both Ron and Bill '
Central, who finished first in the lost in the quarterfinals," added
Evergreen Conference meet a Beardsley. couple of weeks back, had seven . · Central's Kit Shaw, who entered 0
wrestlers remaining after one the tournament as a two-time
round. But following second round winner, lost a match in the second
round to the eventual champion
action, only two remained.
Ron Ellis (126 pounds) and Bill and tourney's most outstanding '
wrestler, Mike Reed. ,
Eastern, who finished second to
/
, /
the Wildcats in the. Conference
/
meet, won . the tourney . with
Southern Oregon coming up
~ fourth. According to Beardsley, of
/
II'
the 95 schools entered, Central
/
finished about 22nd.
"It's too bad we couldn't have done
. better. Two weeks . ago after
the .c onference meet we ~were
riding high so this is a bit of i), let
down," .Beardsley said. "But. we
have a lot of hungry kids that will
I/
·be back next year."

Intriguing:

SKY
BOC Position 3
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Putting this face
·in your future..

Allan THOMPSON and Mike LEGARSKY have received a
strong endorsement from the entire membership of
.t he CWSC Business and Ec-o momks Club.
VOTE for the candidate of your choice during Spring Quarter
registration, Monday, March 28 or Tuesday, March 29

/~'·

rt~A~
Rick Sasaki
962-9292
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Calendar of ev·e nts

l
TENTN'TUBE

FAMILY FUN

The Tent n' Tube Rental Shop is
announcing "Such a deal" for
spring break. Equipment checked
out for the break (3/17 thru
3/28) will go ·for a weekend rate.
Informatfon 963-3537 or 963-1511.

"What does the crocodile have
for dinner?" "How did the kangaroo lea~n to hop?" To find out,
come to "Eleph_a nts Galore," presented by 'Central's Reader's The
ater. on Friday and Saturday,
March li-12 at 8:30 pm in
INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL
the Three· Penny Playhouse
(Barge 300). Admission is free to
Intramural Sports Program has · all.
·
begun accepting team rosters for
EDUCATION GRADUATES
spring quarter I.S.P. Softball--to
include openings for 60 men's
If you are a March graduate, or
teams, 20 co-ed teams, and 10 a June graduate (student teaching
ladies' teams. These are the max~ during spring quarter), you
imum number of teams that will be should set up your credential file
allowed to sign-up. To insure a before leaving campus.
The
league spot, please turn in your mailing of your credential file to a
completed team roster early. For school district is a prerequisite to
further information, please contact obtaining a teaching position in a
the I.S.P. office. Le~gue play will school district. We cannot send
begin April 11.
information to a school district for
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
those students who have not set
up a credential file. The necessary
Several Washington commun- forms may be picked up at Barge
'
.
ities will have job opportunities for 105.
summer
employment:
SPRING FINANCIAL AID
Bellevue, WA
A. Arts and Crafts Instructor (5
Students receiving financial aid
openings)
spring quarter who will not be on
B. Tennis Instructor (5 open- Central campus to pick up their
ings( .
financial aid checks must leave
C. Part-Time Tennis Instructor their name and address at tne
(2 openings)
Office of Financial Aid, Barge 209,
D. Softball and Playground In- by March 17, 1977, where their
structor (4 openings)
r.hP.r.ks should be forwarded.
E. Softball and Playground Lea- Checks will be mailed after April 1
der (4 openings)
to those students fully registered
F. Swimming Instructor (1 open- for spring quarter wlio will be
away from campu.s student teaching)
.
G. Lifeguard (11 openings)
ing or for other officail reasons.
G. Lifeguard (11 openings)
CAMPUS RECRUITING
H. Relief Lifeguard (2 openings)
I. Teen and Adult Program
March 31-April .1 Puyallup PubSupervisor (1 opening)
lic Schools
J. Special _R ecreation-Instructor
Industrial Arts, Vocal Music (Sr.
for Developmentally Disabled (2 High) Speech Therapist, Special
openings) . Education.Plus-All areas.
K. Day Camp Coordinator/InThe sign-up sheet will be in the
structor (2 openings)
Placement Office on March 17, the
L. Preschool Instructor (1 open- next week befor Spring Break.
ing(
April 12 and 13 Federal Way
M. Preschool Leader (1 opening)
Elementary and Secondary
Sign-up sheet will be in theGr~ndview, WA
Lifeguards (several openings).- Placement Office on April 5.
Mercer Island, WA
A. Playground Leader
B. Day Camp Director and
Counselors
C. Lifeguards
Flying Horseshoe Ranch-Camps
Specialist Director, Waterfront
Director, Senior Counselor and
Program
Director.
Hidden Valley Camp
Need a variety ranging from
counselors
to
assistants.
You must sign up for interviews in
· the student employment office.
· Interviews will be held March 7.
Washington State Parks

BEOG APPLlt;A'flONS
1977-78
Applications for the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant are
now available in the Office of
Financia'l Counseling and Financial
Aid for the 1977-78 school year. All
undergraduate students are eligible to apply. All underg-raduate
student applying for other types of
financial aid' are required to submit a BEOG application. All notification of BEOG eligibility must be
sent to the Office of Financial Aid
whether it indicates eligible or
ineligible. Awards of financial aid
will not be made to undergraduate
· student · until the Financial Aid
Office has the Basic Educational
Opportunity Student Eligibility
Report.

25 state parks need Lifeguards.
For more inform;ition contact
the Student Employment Office,
Barge 101.
PNCFLCONFERENCE

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Application , deadline for spring enrollment at the Mexico
Instructfonal Center in Guadalajara has been extended to Tuesday, March 15. All students in
good academic standing are eligible for the program and there is no
Spanish prerequisite. More than
thirty liberal arts courses are
offered. Costs are comparable to a
quarter on campus. For information come to the Office of International Programs, Peterson 202
or call 963-3612.

.J

BOC AND CJC ELECTIONS

OFFICER SELECTION TEAM

Election for BOC position l, 2
and 3 and also position 1.2 & 3 of
the CJC will be held during _Spring
Registration, March 26 and 27.

The US Marines will have an information table set up ·in the SUB
from Apr. 11 to 15 with testing in
the Placement Office.

Chuck McClur'e ·
BOC Pos iti-o n 3

Since coming to Central at the
beginning of this year, I've disco-vered many areas that I was not
SUMMER NDSL LOAN
aware
had such a direct affect on
APPLICATIONS
students and their lives at Central. .
Through my involvement with ·
Applications for summer quarthe State College Couricil, I've had
ter National Direct Student Loans
a. chance to discover and affect
may be picked up from March
various problems with the pro10, 1977, to April 22, 1977, in the
posed tuition increase. Currently
Office of Financial Counseling and
Financial Aid, Barge 209. To. our legislators in Olympia have
two basic proposals before them:
qualify for a loan, applicants must
have been enrolled spring quarter (1) a flat dollar increase in tuition
from $169 per quarter to approxi1977· at Central. The deadline for
submission of the aid applications mately $200 per quarter and, (2) to
to the Office of Financial Aid is make tuition a fixed percentage
of the total cost of the students'
April 29, 1977.
education. In times of rising cost
and inflation this would likely
mean a yearly increase in tuition.
EXIT INTERVIEW
This coupled with a substantial
INFORMATION
one-time tuition increase, could
spell trouble for many students
If this is your last quarter at
who live on limited budgets.
Central and you have received a
We the students of CWSC have
National Direct Student Loan, you the opportunity to affect our
must make an appointment for an legislators and their decision on
exit interview. Call the Office of tuition increases! Write your local
Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go representatives and tell them how
to the second floor of Mitchell. The you feel about a increase in tuition.
office is located just behind the
cashier's cage near the &ccounting
section.

GET IT ALL TOGETHER

· FOUNDATION FUNDS
AVAILABLE
The American College and University Service Bureau announces
a service to aid students, both
undergraduates and graduates,
obtain funds from foundations.
The Bureau's director say,
"There are hundreds of foundations with millions of dollars in
funds earmarked to aid students in
meeting the cost of higher education that goes untouched each
year. Why? Students do not know
of the foundation or foundations or
how to go about obtaining these
funds."
The Bureau offers its services to
deserving students by supplying
names of foundations and Guidance · as to how to go about
obtaining funds from sa_me.
For more details on this service
interested students may write:
American College and University Service Bureau
Dept S
. 1728 - 5050 Poplar Ave.
Memphis, TN" 38157

/

Or call this toll free number
between 9 am and 5 pm and leave a
message for your representative:
1-800-562-6000. If you have any
question about the proposed tuition increase, feel free to ask rn~. I
cared last quarter and I care even
more now.

SELECT- FROM
BERRY'S
OUTSTANDING
COLLECTION ...·

/

/

Are S~pernatural Forces
Affecting Your Destiny?

A manuscript submitted by Ilda
-Marie Easterling, asst. professor
of French, to the Pacific Northwest .Council on Foreign Language
has been accepted for presentation
at the 28th annual conference of
the PNCFL. It is entitled "Marguerite Yourcenar, Tout est
Autre." The conference is scheduled for April 22-23, 1977 in
Spokane, Washington.

dare to see

~@O~~
an Andre Kole Production
Psychic phenomena and
unexplainable illusions
will be recreated live on
stage. Coming soon!
Buy your tickets today.

~
16 oz. Root Beer Mugs on sale
I

/

/

-

Thursday, April 7

/
/

.

~~~
DOWNTOWN

OPEN FRIDAY'S TIL 9

8:00 McCo(lnell Auditorium

l/
/

BANK CARDS WELCOME

Campus Crier; March 10,

~977;
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SUNSH-INE CITRUS SALE

HOURS
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items is required to be readily
available for sale at or below
the advertised price m each
f.lbertson·s store . except as
specifically noted m this ad

...

suff1c1en1 stock of a•1ve<;1sec
'11erchand1se II for a.,~ •ei:l·
son we are nut o• stock a
RAIN CHECK will be issued
enabling you 10 b:.i-y the item
1
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IT'S -TIME TO SELL THOSE
TEX.T BOOKS

Jt

WE'RE OPENLDAYS A WEEK
MON.-FRI. · .8 .AM. to l 0 PM.
SAT.&SUN. l 0 AM. to l 0 PM.- .
SPRING ~ QUARTER

~~

~-

TT

TT
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TEXTBOOKS

ARE NOW AVAILABLE ON

CAM·ERA & FILM SALE!
MARCH l st - 18th
ALL FILM

. .

20% ·oFF

Pl.L-KCDA<

INSTAMATIC CAMERAS

FREE SPRINGTlfv\E
PHOTOFINISHING COUPON BOOK
WHILE THEY LAST!

.

I

11'1 errol's
. 11111
111

THE SHELVES! ·

·=·:·

·

~

20% OFF

AT

LULlerrol's
I .111111 _ .
:

FOR

·

EAST .8th STREET

925-9851 .

